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ABSTRACT

ENABLING UBIQUITOUS SENSING AND INTERACTION WITH
A DISTRIBUTED ARRAY OF FABRIC-BASED SENSORS
MAY 2022
ALI KIAGHADI
B.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF TEHRAN
M.Sc., BOĞAZIÇI UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Deepak Ganesan and Professor Daniel Holcomb

An exciting new direction for ubiquitous computing that has emerged in recent years
is the ability to leverage functionalized fabrics as sensing elements, thereby potentially
converting any textile that we wear into a sensing substrate. There are three reasons for
this trend: first, the familiar feel of fabrics as a material we interact with daily makes it a
natural surface for enabling continuous and unobtrusive sensing, second, the flexible nature
of fabrics which makes them suitable for applications where the use of rigid components
are not suitable, and third, the relatively large real estate on a textile makes it possible to
use multiple sensors in the form of a sensor array, thereby improving our ability to sense
on a larger scale.
Textile sensors can be useful for a range of human-centered applications including
monitoring of physical activities, physiological signals, and sleep patterns using everyday sleepwear. While rigid electronics sensors require tight contact with body to reliably
vii

gather information, textile sensors can transform a loosely worn shirt into a robust tool
for physiological and activity sensing. Additionally, fabric-based sensors can be used as
sensing elements for various other applications as well: smart toys, bed sheets, occupancy
sensing carpets, face and sleep masks, and many other human-centered applications.
However, sensing with loose-fitting textile sensors present several challenges in terms
of signal quality, noise absorption, and robustness to environmental changes. In contrast
to rigid electronic sensors, the quality of the absorbed signal for textile sensors depends on
dynamic characteristics of the textile sensor such as whether it is flat or folded as well as the
base pressure applied on the sensor. In addition, high impedance and relative large surface
area of the fabric-based sensors result in greater electromagnetic noise that need to be dealt
with. Finally, textile sensors are much more sensitive to environmental changes such as
humidity, temperature, pressure, and motion, all of which affect the signal and effectively,
reducing signal to noise ratio compared to conventional electronics sensors.
On the other hand, the availability of real estate and abundance of sensing locations
surrounding fabrics in everyday life, enables the potential of using numerous fabric sensors
to form an array of sensors to detect physical changes in the environment. However, as
the number of sensors increases, so does the challenges we face in terms of engineering
and signal processing while finding a balance between power consumption and accuracy.
This optimization gets more complicated as we consider transmission of raw data versus
embedded processing.
The focus of this thesis is on addressing these challenges and dealing with low signal
to noise ratio to translate the stream of data coming from multiple textile-based channels
into actionable insights. My work has three key contributions. First, I explored the possibility of using a triboelectric textile sensor to monitor joint dynamics in a loosely-worn
shirt. Second, I designed loose-fitting sleepwear to track physiological signals as well as
sleep posture by taking advantage of the relative large surface area of sleepwear to place
multiple textile sensor to opportunistically sense cardio-respiratory ballistics. To enable
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the above two solutions, I developed several signal processing techniques to transform the
noisy streams of data and fuse the information from sensors to obtain physiological parameters, including heart rate, respiration rate, and sleeping posture and movement parameters
including elbow/knee flexion and extension and joint angular velocity. Third, I used textile sensors in monitoring interactions, in particular, recognizing fine-grained interactions
with objects, such as toys. Interactive toys are the most important tools in improving children’s cognitive abilities. In this work, I studied the challenges arise when dealing with
large number of fabric sensors in close proximity and proposed solutions and proved their
validity by means of extensive evaluations. The focus of this work is on optimizations in
hardware and software to minimize power consumption for longer battery lifetime. I show
that we can robustly sense a child’s interaction with toys by using textiles as sensors and
provide real-time feedback by processing the raw data either locally or by offloading and
processing it in a more powerful nearby device.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The growing elderly population calls for means of remotely, comfortably, and longitudinally tracking one’s health data at home. There has been significant emphasis on remote
health monitoring over the last decade, and this has accelerated in recent months due to the
inability for patients to visit the hospital frequently in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. Remote health monitoring at home enables a proactive approach towards diagnosis
of diseases, where patients can monitor their physiological and physical health at home and
deviations from the normal patterns can enable early diagnosis. Early diagnosis can be a
great help in patient’s care and treatment and in many cases determine the curability of the
disease.
While there is great demand for a platform for continuous health monitoring with wearable devices, there is still a significant gap between commercially-available wearable sensing devices and what is needed for continuous monitoring at home. While wearables like
the Fitbit health trackers [4] or Oura rings [10] are popular, they involve wearing an additional device on a daily basis which limits usability, particularly for elderly individuals
who may forget to wear them. There has also been significant activity in remote vital
signals monitoring using contactless devices [17, 69, 132, 135, 137] but these are still limited in accuracy in real-world settings with occlusions and multiple individuals in a home.
Finally, researchers have proposed using camera-based [19, 48, 62] and acoustic-based systems [91, 130] for home health monitoring, both of which raises privacy issues. Thus, an
active area of research is exploration of novel means of sensing human activity and phys-
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iology at home that is comfortable, reliable and unobtrusive and satisfies the requirements
for a true longitudinal remote health monitoring.
My work explores how recent advances in functionalized textiles can be leveraged to
improve continuous health monitoring of individuals at home. Recent advances in functionalized fabrics have enabled the development of fabric-based sensors sensitive to various physical parameters. Triboelectric sensors [63], thermistors [54], and piezoresistive
sensors [109] are a few examples of recent advances in fabric-based sensors – these provide a rich starting point for converting everyday “passive” garments into “active” sensing
elements. Understanding their capabilities as well as their limitations is essential to incorporate benefits of these types of sensors in everyday clothing.
In this thesis, I present our efforts in monitoring and interaction with humans using
textile sensors. I explore the challenges arises when we try to turn loose-fitting clothing
and commonly used soft fabrics into sensing systems and how we dealt with them.

1.1

Motivation

Fabrics provide a great opportunity to monitor human physiological signals and activities since they are always in contact with the body and do not require an additional device
to be worn at sensing regions. In addition, clothing provides a much larger real-state for
sensing and interaction compared to traditional wearable sensors opening up new opportunities that have not been previously explored. Finally, the familiar haptic perception of
fabrics makes them an ideal candidate for embedding fabric-based interaction elements.
While there has been considerable interest in the athletic smart garments, the focus of
the industry has been on flexible electronics, such as Nike’s AeroReact [8], Teslasuit [12],
and Zephyr Compression shirts [13]. However, enhancing textiles with electronics is demanding because of two reasons: a) they change the aesthetics and tactile perception (or
feel) of the textile,and b) the large, varied mechanical stresses to which textiles are sub-
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jected to can easily abrade or damage microelectronic components and electronic interconnects.
In contrast to flexible electronics, textile sensors are durable and comfortable in addition
to providing us with the ability to place multiple sensors on a large clothing surface. This
allows us to view clothing as a sensing array that can cover a larger body surface, thereby
improving the accuracy of desired metrics by increasing number of vantage points.
The downside, however, is that textile sensors, as opposed their rigid electronics counterparts, suffer from higher levels of noise [108]. This noise can stem from various sources
including motion artifacts, static noise from other people in the vicinity, as well as electromagnetic noise. Although, we cannot remove these sources of noise in everyday scenarios,
we can deal with them with careful engineering and signal processing methods, which I
will elaborate in upcoming chapters.
In this proposal, I will explore answers to the following questions:
• What are the implications of using textile-based sensors in loose-fitting garments for
continuous physiological sensing? How does this differ from tight-fitting textiles
and how do we adapt to looseness? In addition, looseness also means that sensors
may periodically lose contact with body, in which case, the data received from those
sensors will be misleading. How should we design the system so that the loose nature
of the shirt does not diminish the accuracy?
• Which metrics can be obtained from using textile based sensors regarding human
health? In many cases, non-trivial approaches may be required to extract desired
physiological or locomotive signals from human body.
• What is the advantage of using multiple textile sensors at different locations on the
textile instead of one sensor at a fixed location? What are the benefits of leveraging
different types of textile sensors? While we can fine-tune an application for one
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sensor for a specific placement, placing multiple sensors of various types will provide
us with more vantage points that can potentially be used to increase reliability.
• How comfortable can we make a smart shirt capable of tracking physiological signals? Placing multiple layers of fabric might change the feel of a loose-fitting shirt.
Can we develop a loose-fitting shirt capable of recording biometrics while maintaining the comfort level of the shirt?
• How can we leverage distributed textile-based sensors to enable fine-grained interactions? For example, can we expand the scope of children’s interaction with soft toys
by leveraging large arrays if textile sensors? How small and localized can individual
sensors in an array need to be in-order to obtain adequate signal?
• How can we optimize power consumption for signal processing when facing raw
data transmission or embedded signal processing? What is the trade-off in terms of
accuracy when extending battery life-time?
In this thesis, I have explored several directions to address the above questions and
will describe them in upcoming chapters. The answers to the questions above can enable
implementation of textile-based sensing platforms that can be used in many health-related
and interaction-related applications. I briefly describe these contributions below:

1.2

Contributions
• Fabric as a Sensor: Towards Unobtrusive Sensing of Human Behavior with Triboelectric Textiles (Chapter 2):
We started investigating the capabilities and limitations of textile sensors for monitoring human behavior by instrumenting a loose-fitting shirt with a single triboelectric
patch to monitor joint dynamics. Specifically, our goal was to estimate the angular
velocity of the joint, distinguish between flexion and extension of the elbow, and recognize user’s activities based on signals observed by the tribo patch in the elbow and
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knee area. This exploration, even if it involved only a single textile sensor, helped
identify the design challenges that we face when design smart loose-fitting textiles.
The chapter covers the process required to develop triboelectric fabric-based sensor,
engineering in building the device the maximize the signal to noise ratio, hardware
design and implementation, and the signal processing steps taken to derive meaningful information regarding human body. Finally, I present our results that confirms
our ability to capture movement information from a loose-fitting shirt without using
any rigid electronics at the sensing region.
• Phyjama: Physiological Sensing via Fiber-enhanced Pyjamas (Chapter 3)
After our initial success at leveraging fabrics to our benefit in extracting humanrelated locomotive information from loosely-worn shirts, we explored the design of
a distributed array of textile sensors to measure physiological signals in a continuous
and unobtrusive manner. This chapter covers the benefits of utilizing multiple textile
sensors from different types and multiple sensors placed at different locations on the
clothing to obtain a robust signal. We focused on sleepwear since this was an example
of a commonly worn loose-fitting clothing at home. In addition, it is often more
uncomfortable to wear traditional wearables like smartwatches during sleep, hence it
allows us to answer the question of whether we can design highly comfortable smart
sleepwear and yet allow us to reliably extract physiological signals.
To answer those questions, we developed a novel sensing fabric structure to detect
and track pressure applied on the fabric surface. Using an array of our novel pressure sensors and previously mentioned triboelectric sensor, we enabled vital sensing
during user’s stationary posture, especially during sleep.
After describing the fabrication steps to manufacture the pressure sensors, we explore the placement optimization of the sensing patches, hardware design, and signal
processing steps to fuse the information from different sensors. Finally, I present our
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results that shows the performance of the proposed system in detecting the users’
respiration, heart rate, and sleeping posture. We end this chapter by evaluating the
system during one-hour nap sessions and assessing the comfort level of the system
using subject surveys.
• Smart toys(Chapter 4):
While the above contributions have focused on sensing, we now look at taking advantage of array of textile sensors for interactions. Specifically, we focus on instrumenting soft toys with textile sensors such that we can detect a variety of interactions
when a child interacts with a smart toy. The ability to detect the position and intensity
of the interaction give us an opportunity to engage children in a cognitive manner.
Our aim is to detect various interactions such as hugging, pressing, holding hand,
ticking, patting, swiping, and others by leveraging a large array of fabric-based pressure sensors.
The first challenge in this work arises due to high level of dynamics involved in interaction with a toy. Soft toys can be cuddled, squeezed, and carried around while
interactions happen, hence, we need to be able to detect under these dynamic circumstances. This requires that we separate the interaction from the background state
of the toy, which presents new challenges that we seek to address. The second challenge we address in this work is optimizing power consumption by carefully selecting
data channels for wireless transmission in case of external processing using a more
powerful device,; and designing low power machine learning algorithm tuned for
embedded processing of analog inputs in case of local processing.
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CHAPTER 2
FABRIC AS A SENSOR: TOWARDS UNOBTRUSIVE SENSING OF
HUMAN BEHAVIOR WITH TRIBOELECTRIC TEXTILES

2.1

Introduction

A major advantage of smart textiles over traditional wearables is that we have significant body surface that is covered with fabric, which presents new opportunity for sensing
in locations where it is difficult to place traditional sensors but where fabrics are already
present. One such location is joints like the elbow and knee where rigid sensors are uncomfortable but fabrics can be leveraged for sensing.
The ability to measure individual joints can enable many applications. For example, the
knee and ankle joints are important to monitor gait disorders that can occur due to neurological causes like Dementia and Parkinson’s, as well as non-neurological causes such as
Osteoarthritis, intoxication, and medications (e.g. sedatives). The ability to measure joint
movements is also an essential part of balance, posture, and motor control rehabilitation
from conditions like stroke, as well as for mass-market athletic performance monitoring.
From a sensing perspective, a major advantage of sensing joints using clothing is that
we can monitor the signal directly at the joint and not be limited to locations such as the
wrist or waist. A smartwatch worn on the wrist can be used to monitor arm movements
[87, 99] but it is difficult to separate elbow versus shoulder versus all-body movements. In
contrast, a textile placed at each joint can provide more localized information specific to
the joint.

The work presented in this chapter was published in [63].
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But a key drawback of existing textile-based joint sensing technology is that these generally only work with tight-fitting garments, i.e. when the textile is worn as a second skin.
This is for two reasons: a) stretch sensing-based methods [76] use tight-fitting textiles to
increase stretch during joint movement, and b) other modalities like IMU and EMG rely
on tight-fitting garments to reduce noise by improving skin contact and reducing motion
artifacts.
However, a second skin is uncomfortable to wear on a regular basis, and we need new
designs that can be used with loose-fitting, everyday clothing. We argue that in-order to
achieve this goal, we need a radical shift in how we think about smart clothing. Rather than
integrate traditional sensors like an IMU or stretch with the textile, we need a clean-slate
approach that leverages the unique properties of the textile to enable entirely new ways
of sensing using clothing. Specifically, a textile folds, compresses, twists, and scrunches
during movement of the joint, and if we can find a way to measure these changes, it can
offer an alternate fabric-based way of measuring joints while not requiring tight-fitting
clothing.
To enable such fabric-based sensing capability, we build on recent work in functionalized triboelectric textiles — triboelectric textiles comprise layers that transfer surface
charge from one layer to another and generate a voltage or current upon separation [102,
136, 138]. The advantage of triboelectric textiles for our problem is two-fold: a) since
charge transfer between triboelectric textile layers happens due to the relative movement of
the layers, it should allow us to measure the changes in the textile during joint movement
even when wearing loose-fitting garments, and b) since the textile itself is the sensor, it
allows us to leave the joint free of discrete electronics and wires, and place signal conditioning and other electronics at more convenient locations away from the joint.
While a triboelectric textile presents an exciting opportunity, we understand very little
about its practicality for sensing when integrated into everyday clothing. We are certain
to encounter a host of noise issues including electromagnetic noise, static potentials, and
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motion artifacts. These noise issues are exacerbated due to the large surface offered by
textiles and the loose fit, and introduce challenges in how we recover a weak triboelectric
signal and sufficiently suppress noise.
We address these issues and present the design of a novel fabric-based triboelectric joint
sensor, Tribexor, that is simple to manufacture and is able to accurately detect individual
joint motions while integrated with loosely worn clothing. The sensor system involves a
co-design of the textile and electronics that tackles noise removal and signal enhancement
by a combination of textile domain and electronics domain approaches. The final design
of Tribexor consists of several discrete, stacked fabric layers that are stitched together and
connected to a small form factor, low power amplification circuit and an embedded radio.
We then look in detail at the signal output of the Tribexor sensor and try to explain the signal
behavior from first principles, and extract highly discriminating and explainable features
that allow us to detect joint movement, separate joint extension versus flexion, and estimate
joint velocity.
While our original intent was to leverage such textiles for joint sensing, we stumbled
upon an interesting observation during our experiments. We noticed that our sensor can
also be used to measure sweating behavior since the triboelectric textile itself undergoes
changes due to exposure to sweat. This provides a sensor reading that is equivalent to an
Electrodermal Activity (EDA) sensor (alternately referred to as Galvanic Skin Response or
GSR [72]). The ability to monitor joint movements together with sweat levels opens up
additional applications such as improving comfort by adjusting HVAC settings and monitoring hydration while exercising.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are:
• We present Tribexor, a novel fabric-based triboelectric joint sensing system that can
be integrated with loose-fitting clothing and senses joint flexion and extension, joint
velocity, and sweat level.
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Table 2.1: Challenges faced by wearable joint sensing technologies
Technology overview

Tightness

Accuracy

Robustness

Fabrication

References

Discrete wearable sensors

Wrist wearable

Low

High

[100]

Varies

Medium

Medium

Stretch fit

Unknown

High

Wearable electronics
Complex
stitch pattern
Self contained
nano-fibers

[35, 102]

Stretch fit

Medium

Medium

Textile sensing

[34]

Textile-based
stretch sensing
Textile-based
triboelectrics
In-Situ
perspiration sensing

• We show that Tribexor has 95.1% accuracy for detecting flexion and extension for
elbow and knee joints, 88.8% accuracy for estimating elbow angular velocity, and
83.0% accuracy when estimating knee angular velocity. Additionally, we demonstrate the ability to detect moisture at the joint induced by sweating.
• We present two case studies: 1) activity recognition where Tribexor distinguishes
between typical arm-based activities with 91.3% accuracy, and 2) thermal comfort
detection that demonstrates Tribexor can be used to sense relative skin moisture levels that correspond to sweating.

2.2

Related Work

The ultimate goal of this work is to develop a truly wearable joint sensor, i.e. one
that is unobtrusive and integrated seamlessly into our everyday lives. Most existing sensor
solutions fall short of this goal.
Discrete wearable sensors:

Several prior efforts have used discrete sensors like IMUs

and EMG electrodes for sensing joint movements. But this poses two challenges. The first
challenge is that these sensors require tight contact to reduce motion artifacts due to the
sensor moving around, so they do not work with loose clothing. The second challenge is
that placing rigid sensor circuits at or close to the joint makes it prone to wear since the joint
is in constant motion. Several efforts attempt to reconstruct joint movements by leveraging
10

[42, 43]

the signal from IMUs that are not placed at the joint itself, but at comfortable locations
like the wrist [100]. However, this leads to a loss in accuracy — a wrist-worn IMU senses
an aggregation of elbow, shoulder, and body movements which are hard to separate in an
accurate manner.
Textile-based stretch sensors:

In the textile domain, the most commonly used method

for joint sensing is using conductive threads that change their resistance when stretched.
But this approach is also reliant on tight wear to generate sufficient stretch upon movement.
As a result, it is primarily used in athletic performance wear [1].
A notable exception is work by Gioberto and Dunne [43] which demonstrates a specialized overlock stitch pattern to induce stretch in the seam of denim jeans. The idea is clever
but difficult to generalize to clothing that does not have such a thick seam at the joint.
Textile-based triboelectrics: There has been substantial interest in triboelectric generators (TEGs) in the material science research community [35, 50, 65]. TEGs convert small
force inputs into an electrical (voltage and current) output. Because these devices operate
by detecting surface potential changes created upon contact and release of dissimilar surfaces (due to either the triboelectric effect or contact electrification), micro- and nanostructured surfaces are needed to optimize voltage output. Such surfaces are typically generated
on plastic or rigid glass substrates using various lithographic techniques. [120,121,134] Selected endeavors to create fabric-like polymer composites are known but these approximations lack the inherent comfort, flexibility and breathability of natural textiles. [65, 95, 96].
From a sensing perspective, the focus of TEG research has primarily been on sensing tactile
interaction with triboelectrics [61, 138] as opposed to body movements. In addition, work
on triboelectric textiles has been in relatively clean lab environments free from all of the
noise sources and motion artifacts introduced in actual wear [122]. Our work differs from
this body of work in its focus on natural textiles, body movement sensing, and real-world
environments,
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In-situ Perspiration sensing: Tribexor not only measures joint motion but also a user’s
level of perspiration. Clinical gold-standard measures for perspiration sensing include
weighing collected sweat generated or weighing an athlete before and after exercise [29].
But more recently there has been significant work on measuring various biochemical markers from sweat. These techniques generally use dedicated microchips or discrete humidity
sensors that need to be placed at the sweating location (via integration with textile or wearable) [104]. Our work is unique in two ways: a) we use the fabric to simultaneously provide
joint movement and perspiration information and b) we require no sensor electronics at the
joint.

2.3

Textile – electronics co-design

The overall hardware design of Tribexor consists of a smart textile sensor integrated
with a small form factor electronic circuit used for amplification and signal conditioning.
The sensor consists of a triboelectric-optimized textile patch and is used to collect electrical
charge generated by the textile; a multi-stage amplifier circuit is used to amplify the voltage
of the tribo signal and reject noise.
The central challenge that we address in the hardware design of Tribexor is how to get
sufficiently strong signal to noise ratio (SNR) from the textile to detect states of interest.
This overall challenge in turn can be broken down into two parts: a) the first step is to get
sufficient transferred charge via triboelectricity such that the states are detectable, and b)
the second step is to minimize noise from various sources to improve SNR. We look at
these two challenges.

2.3.1

Maximizing triboelectric charge transfer

Overview of triboelectric textile sensing: Before we describe how we maximize transferred charge, we need to present some preliminaries regarding triboelectric textiles. Triboelectric textiles fundamentally measure motion via charge transfer. While there is still
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Figure 2.1: A triboelectric surface charge transfer mechanism induces a voltage on the
textile electrodes when the textile and attached joint are bent.

some debate over the mechanism of charge transfer in triboelectric devices [77], their operation in vertical contact mode is generally understood as depicted in Figure 2.1. When
two dielectric layers come into contact, static charging occurs over the contacting surface
area. Overall, the charge on the device remains at zero due to the charges being located
in the same plane. Upon subsequent separation of the dielectric layers and therein the
charges, an alternating current between the electrodes is induced to compensate for the
charge imbalance; the generated charges are collected on conductive layers adjacent to the
dielectric layers. Thus, open-circuit voltage is dependent on the surface charge density (𝜎),
separation distance (𝑥(𝑡)) between dielectric layers, and permittivity of free space (𝜖0 ).
Increasing triboelectric surface charge transfer: When optimizing a triboelectric textile for sensing, the critical parameter under our control is surface charge density (𝜎), since
this defines the overall sensitivity of the magnitude of generated voltage to joint motion
(𝑥(𝑡)). Our first goal is therefore to design the fabric to maximize surface charge transfer.
We start with cotton as our preferred textile material due to its widespread use. As
shown in Figure 2.1, the surface charge density of pristine cotton is quite low, and is well
below what is needed to sense movement. To increase charge transfer to higher levels
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Figure 2.2: The voltage amplitude of sensed elbow joint motions is stable for a normalsized, loosely worn elbow sleeve after functionalizing in solution.

that we can detect, the cotton lycra fabrics are functionalized in separate solutions [24]
with different silane moieties, one containing an amine group that acts as the positivelycharging triboelectric surface, and the other containing a fluorocarbon chain group that acts
as the negatively-charging triboelectric surface. Sewn to the back of each functionalized
layer is a set of electrode strips made of commercially-available conductive silver nylon
fabric.
Our approach to functionalize fabric also makes it more suitable for loosely worn clothing. Since we can use a large functionalized triboelectric patch, we can cover most of the
area that undergoes movement and aggregate the resulting charge. For example, in the case
of the elbow joint, the functionalized fabric covers the entire front of the elbow.
Demonstrating the effect of functionalization: To demonstrate the advantage of our approach, we place a pristine textile sleeve over a user’s elbow joint and ask them to perform
several flexions and extensions in a clean electromagnetic environment. We measure the
output voltage after amplification and show the measured voltage in Figure 2.2a in blue.
We have the same user perform the same speed flexion and extension movements in the
same environment, this time with a functionalized textile of the same geometry. We align
the peaks corresponding to motion and plot the measured voltage in red (Figure 2.2a). We
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can see that the higher surface charge density of the functionalized textile results in an order
of magnitude increase in signal amplitude.
Figure 2.2b demonstrates the effect of tightness of fit on the signal. We have a user wear
Tribexor in two configurations: a) in loose configuration, the sensing textile is worn over a
sweatshirt and an inner shirt i.e there are multiple layers of loose clothing under the sensor,
and b) in tight configuration, a sleeve that is moderately tight fitting is worn directly over
the skin. In both cases, the user repeats identical elbow motions. As shown in the figure,
we find that the triboelectric voltage output is not very sensitive to tightness, demonstrating
its potential for integration into everyday clothing.
The current textile design is a vertically integrated arrangement of fabric layers; while
this design is simple to manufacture, we envision a more tightly integrated design that
collapses layers into a thinner form factor. Our design shares elements similar to those
found in nanoelectronics efforts that combine triboelectric primitives within a single thread
[136].

2.3.2

Dealing with noise sources

The large surface area offered by a functionalized textile is a double-edged sword. On
one hand, it aggregates the signal and increases SNR. On the other hand, it presents a
large conductive surface which acts as a large antenna that absorbs more noise from the
environment and the body.
Noise sources:

There are two primary sources of noise that we need to deal with in

Tribexor. The first is electromagnetic noise. Body coupled sensors with large surface area
are significantly vulnerable to injection of low frequency interference injected by the nearby
environment. In particular, 60 Hz noise is ubiquitous anywhere near powered infrastructure, resulting in coupling changes that occur because of the changes in effective surface
area (folds and wrinkles) and tightness of contact with skin as the elbow joint opens and
closes.
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The second source of noise is static field coupling. Ideally, a triboelectric joint sensor
will only measure the motion of the attached joint. But this is not always the case – in
addition to electromagnetic noise sources, significant changes in body voltage potential
can occur as a result of other body motions and triboelectric charge transfers between a
user’s body and the outside environment.
Why is it hard to reject EM and static field noise?

While the sources of noise are

similar to those observed for other modalities including ECG, EMG, and EOG, there are
important differences. The first is form-factor. An electrode has a tiny footprint compared
to a textile which acts as a much larger noise-absorbing antenna. In addition, when the
tribo-textiles are used on loose clothing, the distance between the fabric and skin changes
constantly due to body movements unlike electrodes that are attached to the skin. This
results in continuous changes in the coupling capacitance, making it harder to predict and
deal with the noise. The second is placement. Since electrodes are placed on the skin,
different electrodes in contact with body absorb similar noise power in their electrodes. A
differential amplifier can therefore reject this noise while letting the signal through (e.g. in
the case of ECG, the electrical signal from the heart is stronger at one electrode and weaker
at the other but the noise is similar). In our case, fabric layers are stacked vertically i.e.
they have different separations from the skin. As a result, the inner electrode is affected by
body coupling noises while the outer contact is absorbing noises from environment. This
asymmetry means that the noise in the two contacts can be quite different and cannot be
completely removed by subtracting the signals.
Solution - part 1: The conductive shield The first stage of our solution uses a textilebased shield to isolate the inner and outer electrodes from noise sources. This is possible by
adding additional conductive layers above and below the electrodes to act as a Faraday cage
for our textile layers. Our design is shown in Figure 2.4. The electrodes and functionalized
fabric are covered with one layer of plain cotton lycra, used as a dialectric, and one layer of
conductive silver nylon fabric that together act as a Faraday cage to shield the triboelectric
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Figure 2.3: Here we show the design of Tibexor — the charge collection layers are fed to
hardware filtering stages, digitized using a microcontroller’s ADC and transmitted using a
BLE radio

device from the effects of electric fields. The blue layer is a two-ply gauze fabric used
to enhance separation of the triboelectric layers and as a structural element that allows
Tribexor to be integrated with a shirt or used as a stand alone sensing sleeve.
Solution - part 2: Differential amplifier The second stage of our pipeline is a differential
amplifier. The most important use of the differential amplifier is to enhance the signal since
during charge transfer, one of the charge carrying layers becomes more positively charged,
and the other more negatively charged. Additionally, it also helps to attenuate some of the
static field and 60 Hz powerline noise, although not all of it since the conductive charge
gathering contacts are not capturing identical noise profiles as previously mentioned.
Solution - part 3: Analog filtering and amplification stages Since there is still significant residual noise after the differential amplifier, we need additional filtering stages to
reduce the noise level. To calculate gain and filtering order of our analog circuit, our goal
is to reach an SNR 0f 10 dB and a final triboelectric signal amplitude of 1 V to fully utilize
the dynamic range of the ADC used in the wearable system. We set the cut-off frequency
of the filtering stages to be 10 Hz to fully capture the fastest anticipated human movements.
The overall gain of the circuit can be calculated as:

𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝐵 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔(

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 2
) ⇒ 𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝐵 = 60𝑑𝐵
𝑉𝑖𝑛
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(2.1)

Figure 2.4: Physical Structure of the Tribexor joint sensor

And the order of the filtering stage is calculated in Eqn 2.2.

𝑙𝑜𝑔(

𝐹𝑟𝑒 𝑗
) × 𝛼 × 𝑁 > 10 − (𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 − 𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 )
𝐹𝑐

(2.2)

Note that 𝛼 is the slope of the first order filter, which is 20 dB/decade and 𝑁 is the target
order of designed filter. 𝐹𝑟𝑒 𝑗 is the frequency to be rejected, in this case 60 Hz, and 𝐹𝑐 is
the 3 dB cut-off frequency of our filter. 𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 and 𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 are the power of the signal and
noise at the output node of the differential amplifier, respectively. Consequently, a 4th order
filtering is required. Taking these parameters into consideration, we designed the amplifier
stages as shown in Figure 2.3.
Demonstrating the combined effect:

How well does our solution work? Figure 2.5

breaks down the effect of each of the stages of our solution. We omit the initial raw signal
since this visually looks like a flat line where the signal is undetectable. If we amplify this
signal using our four-stage amplifier, the signal corresponding to joint movement can be
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Figure 2.5: Here we show a breakdown of each noise filtering stage: (left) Amplifier increases signal but the triboelectric signal is barely visible whereas the undesirable static
field noise during walking is very large, (middle) Differential Amplifier (DA) increases the
signal and reduces noise, (right) Textile shielding removes most of the static field signal
and retails the triboelectric signal.

seen as relatively small changes but the noise from walking is substantial and dominates.
If we add the differential amplifier, the joint movement signal becomes a lot stronger for
reasons explained earlier. This stage also removes some of the 60 Hz and static field noise
but not all of it. Finally, if we include the textile shielding, it removes most of the noise
while retaining most of the triboelectric signal.

2.4

Inferring Joint State and Sweat Concentration

We now turn to analyzing the characteristics of the de-noised signal from Tribexor. We
obtain two signals of interest from our sensor. The first is the fast varying changes during
flexion and extension of the joint (the phasic component). The second is the slow varying
changes due to the state of the joint (the tonic component), which is the change in baseline
that can be observed while the joint is stationary. These two signals can be separated from
one another by utilizing a low-pass filter. The reason these are both of interest is that the
phasic component is useful for identifying specific joint movements, whereas the tonic
component provides information about the wetness and salt content in the textile, thereby
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Figure 2.6: Tribexor’s output in response to a flexion followed by an extension. Features
used in inferring joint state are annotated.

allowing it to be used to sense exposure to sweat. We describe these two signals in more
detail in the coming sections.

2.4.1

Inferring Joint State

We first look at the dynamic or phasic component of the time-series voltage signal from
the textile sensor, and ask how we can map from voltage to the direction of joint movement
and the velocity of joint movement. To understand this, we need to obtain an in-depth
understanding of the signal characteristics.
Understanding signal characteristics:

Figure 2.6 shows an output instance of an el-

bow flexion and extension. There are three key parameters of interest: a) the charge and
discharge rates annotated as 𝜃 1 and 𝜃 2 , b) the baseline voltage when the joint is in the
extended vs flexed static position annotated as 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 , and c) the peak height of the
flexion/extension, 𝜙. We now explain how these parameters can be used to determine joint
state.
The charge and discharge rates (𝜃 𝑖 ) of the textile vary according to the start and end
state of the textile. At the start of an extension motion, the textile is in a compressed state.
As the arm is extended, the layers separate, causing a voltage peak at roughly the midpoint
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of motion; the voltage subsequently decays because of conductive paths between the textile
layers. During a flexion action, the same signal features occur, but at different relative
rates. Initially, there is much less surface contact between the textile layers; during motion,
a peak still occurs because of separation but at a slower rate. The final state of the textile
is a compressed state which results in fast voltage discharge because of more conductive
paths available between the textile layers. As a result of this behavior, we consistently find
that 𝜃 1 > 𝜃 2 during extension, and 𝜃 1 < 𝜃 2 during flexion.
The signal baseline (𝛽𝑖 ) also changes depending on whether the joint is in the flexed
vs extended static position. There are two reasons behind the change. First, the effective
surface area and intimacy of contact with the skin will vary as a joint opens or closes.
We expect that more EM noise is injected when capacitive coupling is higher, while less is
injected when coupling is lower. Second, the impedance between the electrodes and ground
plane shielding cause asymmetric signal changes at the input of the differential amplifier.
The inputs of the amplifier are the base nodes of BJT transistors. As the impedance of
electrodes changes, the bias current of the differential amplifier changes which results in a
very small voltage shift in the output of the differential amplifier. This offset, though small,
is amplified and is observed as a baseline shift i.e. 𝛽1 > 𝛽2 .
The peak height (𝜙) depends on the velocity of the joint since the tribo layers move more
quickly relative to each other, relating in more compression and expansion and therefore
greater amount of charge transfer.
Determining joint state: Given this behavior, it is easy to see how these three parameters
can be leveraged to determine joint state and velocity. To distinguish direction of joint
motion i.e. whether the joint flexed or extended, the charge/discharge rates (𝜃 𝑖 ) and the
signal baseline (𝛽𝑖 ) are the most useful. To determine velocity of joint motion, the peak
height (𝜙) during flexion/extension is most useful.
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From a detection standpoint, these observations give us explainable features that can
be used to distinguish between joint states. Such explainability is increasingly important,
particularly when designing robust classification methods.

2.4.2

Continuous Sweat Monitoring

So far, we have looked at the dynamic or phasic components of the triboelectric signal.
We now turn to the slowly varying baseline signal or the tonic component. While sweat
monitoring was not our original purpose, our experiments revealed that the baseline signal
varied due to sweat which can be used as an additional sensor signal.
Why does sweat affect the output signal? The reason is because the wetting happens in
one direction — the inner layers absorb more sweat whereas the outer layers that are close
to air are more dry. This results in an impedance difference between the outer and inner
electrodes. As depicted in Figure 2.3, 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 represent the impedances between the
outer electrode and shielding layer and inner electrode and shielding layer, respectively.
Since sweating initially affects internal layers, it reduces 𝑅2 . As a result, a small DC
offset is generated at the output node of the differential amplifier. This small voltage is
then amplified in the electronics circuits to create an observable change at the output of
Tribexor.
The sweat-induced changes can either be viewed as a useful signal to measure sweating
behavior or as noise that confounds the joint measurement signal. If viewed as noise, we
can coat the insulation layer between shielding layer and charge collecting electrodes with
a hydrophobic coating so as to make it water-repellent [?]. In this work, we look at sweat
as a useful biochemical signal that can be captured by Tribexor in addition to its use as a
joint movement sensor.
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2.5

Implementation

Our current implementation of Tribexor was the result of several design iterations that
evolved as we evaluated the signal output of triboelectric textiles in real-world settings.
The first version of Tribexor consisted of a woven arrangement of positive and negative
charge carrying threads and collection electrodes. We found that the total surface area of
interaction between tribo materials was insufficient to produce a significant signal output.
The second version of Tribexor saw the transition to the layered design we described in
§2.3. The increased surface area in the layered design allowed us to see significant signal
magnitude changes that correlated with joint motion when worn, but we discovered that
this DC signal change was actually coupled electromagnetic noise that changed depending
on the amount of coupling with the arm that was related to position and not velocity. This
observation motivated us to include the differential amplification stage, which caused signal peaks from triboelectric charge and discharge to become visible at the beginning and
end portions of individual arm motions. The addition of a microcontroller and BLE radio
allowed us to perform untethered experiments with mobile users; however, we observed
charge/discharge peaks that correlated with foot impact while walking. This observation
resulted in the final prototype that includes signal shielding layers on either side of Tribexor
to reduce static field coupling from outside the measured joint. We now describe this final
design in greater detail (depicted in Figure 2.10).
Layered Textile Sensor The layered textile is comprised of multiple sheets of cotton/lycra spandex (90%/10%, Dharma Trading Co.) and silver-plated nylon/elastic fiber (76%/24%,
LessEMF.com) fabrics. To chemically alter the cotton lycra surfaces for tribo functionality: purchased fabric was cut and washed by sonicating in deionized water for 15 minutes
to remove any stray fibers or particles from the surface. The swatches were then rinsed
with isopropanol and air-dried before soaking for 25 minutes in their respective solutions,
which included 1% by vol. trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane in hexanes for
the negatively-charging surface and 10% by vol. (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane in iso-
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propanol for the positively-charging surface. After, the swatches were rinsed with their
respective solvents, hexanes or isopropanol, in order to remove excess, unreacted solutes,
then air-dried before constructing the Tribexor.
To assemble Tribexor, the stretchy silver nylon fabric was cut into six 6 in. x 1.5
in. strips and sewn around the strip perimeters onto the active tribo layers (three strips to a
functional layer, making three devices in total.) Another layer of pristine (unfunctionalized,
as received) cotton lycra was then attached by sewing around the perimeters of the strips,
leaving one short side unsewn for access to electrical wire connections. Finally, a second
layer of 8 in. x 8 in. pristine cotton lycra with a layer of 7 in. x 7 in. silver nylon stretch
fabric centered on the back side was attached around its edges on top of the first pristine
cotton lycra layer. Altogether, Tribexor layers from the outside in are as follows: silver
nylon, 2 cotton lycras, silver nylon electrode strips, tribo-active layer 1, gauze spacer, triboactive layer 2, silver nylon electrode strips, 2 cotton lycras, silver nylon. The gauze spacer
layer covers one inch inward from the edges on opposite sides of the Tribexor, extending
outward on both sides to wrap around the limb of the person testing the device. Velcro
strips on the gauze allow the user to adjust the size of Tribexor.
The two outermost shield layers (pristine cotton lycra with silver nylon back) are connected with braided wires and are adhered to the fabric using conductive adhesive. The two
charge collection layers of a single device are connected to the inputs of the differential
amplifier with a similar wire and are also adhered using conductive glue.
Electronics and Software The signal processing, computation, and communication elements of Tribexor are provided by a 4 layer 3.2 cm x 2.3 cm printed circuit board that we
designed and a Blufruit Micro MCU with a BLE radio. Our PCB board uses an AD629
differential amplifier with unity gain and a gain stage that consists of 4 BA10324A operational amplifiers; the overall gain and cutoff frequency of the amplification and filtering
stages is 60 dB and 10 Hz. The output of the gain stages is fed to the attached Arduino.
We collect a stream of ADC values at 80 Hz for further analysis. The electronics circuit
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Flexion

Elbow

Knee

Extension

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

Stationary (Dry)

.986

.964

.989

.968

.976

Stationary (Wet)

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Walking (Dry)

.881

.881

.881

.881

.881

Stationary (Dry)

.924

.895

.894

.923

.903

Table 2.2: Precision and Recall of Flexion and Extension Classification under different
conditions

board draws roughly 2 mA of current from a 3.3 v power supply. We note that our focus
was on signal analysis of an all-textile joint sensing device rather than power consumption
and form-factor, and there is significant room for optimization on both fronts.
The motion capture room used for collecting ground truth data is equipped with a Qualisys Oqus Infrared Motion Capture System.
Digital filtering is performed on the voltage signals to reject high frequency noise. For
motion detection, a band-pass filter is used to detect the triboelectric signal regardless of
the DC level. Finally, for sweat detection, a low-pass filter is applied to the output signal
to track the voltage baseline.

2.6

Evaluation

Our evaluation shows the advantages of Tribexor for joint and perspiration sensing
through a combination of benchmarks and natural experiments.

2.6.1

Joint Sensing Performance

Tribexor can sense many markers pertaining to joint movement. In this section, we
present a few careful benchmarks with a single user and then present a more complex case
study with more users.
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Flexion vs Extension Detection: Our first set of benchmarks looks at how well we can
separate flexion versus extension of thejoint using the features shown in Figure 2.6. We
only look at the utility of the two core features 𝜃 𝑖 and 𝛽𝑖 to understand how useful these
two features are to performance.
Let us first look at results for the elbow joint. We collect motion data by having a user
perform flexion and extension arm motions for 5 minutes. We then use this data to train a
logistic regression based classifier. The classifier is then tested on the same user for data
during several different experimental conditions including wearing a moist sleeve, walking
while performing the action, and wearing the sleeve in different positions.
Results for binary classifications are summarized in Table 2.2; we are able to detect
flexion and extension with very high precision and recall across a range of conditions. Our
best results are measured during benchmark experiments when moisture was introduced
– we observed that Tribexor achieves perfect precision and recall as a consequence of
larger shifts in DC baseline magnitude. Our worst results were obtained from benchmarks
collected while a user was walking, but still yielded precision and recall values of 88.1%;
we hypothesize that small shifts in the textile and low amplitude static coupled noise could
result in low-velocity joint motions being mis-classified.
We perform a similar study for the knee joint. We collected data while a seated user
flexes and extends their knee periodically across a range of speeds. A logistic regression
classifier is trained for this joint to do the binary classification between knee extension and
flexion. The results are quite good for the knee joint as well as shown in the last row of
Table 2.2.
Estimating angular velocity: Next, we look at how well Tribexor can estimate angular
velocity of the elbow and knee joint. First, we look at data from the elbow joint from a
single user and look at the relationship between the peak height (𝜙 in Figure 2.6) and the
joint velocity measured using a motion capture system. Figure 2.7 validates our intuition
and shows that the peak height is indeed linearly related to angular velocity.
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Figure 2.7: We record different arm velocity motions along with ground truth and find that
a linear function describes the relation between signal peak voltage and angular velocity.

Next, we look at how well Tribexor can estimate angular velocity across multiple wears
of a textile. While in general, the voltage extracted is highly correlated with the angular
speed, loosely worn textiles like sweatshirts are often worn over different inner layers. In
addition, the fabric folding and compression may differ slightly each time the textile is
worn leading to signal differences.
To characterize the error, we ask the user to remove and re-wear the shirt five times.
We then used five-fold cross validation where we calibrated the sensor from data from four
of the times the textile was worn, and tested the performance on the held-out data, and
repeated this five times.
Figure 2.8 shows a cumulative distribution of the error. Our results show that, as expected, there is error due to differences across the times when the textile is worn. But we
also see that the median angular velocity error is only 11% for the elbow and 17% for the
knee. This means that despite the fact that Tribexor is integrated with loose clothing, it
provides a reasonable estimate of the velocity under natural settings.
Minimum sensitivity:

We now look at the sensitivity of Tribexor i.e. what is the min-

imum joint velocity that can be detected using the captured signal. According to [66],
the typical peak angular velocity for an elbow joint during curl exercises is approximately
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Figure 2.8: CDF plot for error in angular velocity estimation across multiple wears of the
textile. The median error is 11% for the elbow and 17% for the knee.

200 deg/sec. So, our objective is to be able to detect a signal well below this peak speed so
that we can capture the entire flexion and extension motion.
Figure 2.9 compares the estimated angular velocity against ground truth when a user is
flexing and extending their arm at moderate speeds. We see that the minimum sensitivity
is roughly 50 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠/𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑. The primary reason for this minimum threshold is that
we used fixed gain parameters rather than an Automatic Gain Control (AGC) circuit. We
expect that future hardware revisions should be able to improve sensitivity. Once we cross
the minimum sensitivity, Tribexor tracks the ground truth signal very accurately. Thus,
these benchmarks show that Tribexor is a reliable joint sensor and is sufficiently sensitive
to capture normal hand movements.
Case Study: Activity recognition — We now turn to a less controlled user study to
examine how Tribexor performs in a natural setting. Our case study examines the benefits
of Tribexor for recognizing a variety of activities that involve the elbow including eating,
walking, and brushing. There has been a significant amount of work on recognizing these
activities using inertial sensors on wristworn devices [28, 88]. Our goal is to show that
Tribexor can provide an equivalent capability with just loosely worn textiles.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison between reconstructed angular velocity and ground truth for elbow
flexion and extension.

In this experiment. 14 participants (9 male, 5 female) were asked to wear the shirt with
Tribexor sewn on. The users wore a medium sized shirt on which Tribexor was sewed to the
elbow, as shown in Figure 2.10. Participants were asked to perform the following activities
as normal: eating chips and drinking water, brushing their teeth, walking, and staying still.
They were not restricted to a limited eating/drinking pattern. As a result, participants followed their own unique way of eating/drinking (holding a drink or bag of chips in one hand
or leaving them on the table, reaching for water or chips at will and placing them wherever
they wanted after use). The measurements were performed in an office environment with
non-participants walking around in the vicinity during measurements. Participants were
aged from 24 to 35 years old. Their height ranged from 5’3" to 6 ft, they weighed from
117 to 220 lbs. We also measured the elbow circumference for each user to ensure that
our results were not sensitive to looseness of wear. In our experiment, the elbow circumference of participants ranged from 9 to 12 inches. In total, we collected 110 minutes of
data which were almost equally distributed among mentioned activities and users. Ground
truth was obtained by recording video and hand-labeling the activity instances by checking
timestamps recorded by Tribexor.
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Figure 2.10: User wearing Tribexor implemented as a sleeve.

We segmented the data into windows and extracted several features from the data as
summarized in Table 2.3. We use several features in addition to the core features since
activities span longer timescales and have more variability. We used a standard SVM classifier and five-fold cross validation to classify between the different activities. Our results
showed that the SVM classifier can successfully classify the test activities with 91.3% accuracy. Figure 2.11 shows the confusion matrix for this classification.

2.6.2

Sweat Sensing Performance

Next, we turn to the sweat sensing capability of the triboelectric textile. To undertand
this, we empirically explored the correlation between the reading obtained from Tribexor
with a variety of other measures — salt concentration, water volume, and skin conductance
from a Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) sensor. The results we show are based on a rather
laborious process since once we wetted the sensor in a particular way, we need to machine
dry it before we use it again.
Estimating sweat level from the triboelectric signal: We now look at how well Tribexor
can detect the concentration of sweat. To understand this, we design a controlled measure-
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Feature

Description

Statistical features

We use several statistical features including the signal average,
quartiles, standard deviation, and cross-correlation across windows.
These provide information about elbow angle changes and variations over different time-spans.

Frequency domain
features

Human elbow movements are often distinct in the frequency domain, particularly for hand-to-mouth actions like eating, drinking,
or smoking, and periodic movements during brushing and sports activities. We look at the top frequency peaks, as well as the signal
power.

Magnitude features

We look at the signal envelope and peaks including peak density
and peak height. Peaks capture information about the fast elbow
movements.

Table 2.3: Features used for activity classification. In addition to core features, we extract
several other features relevant to activity detection.

ment setup where we spray the textile with salt water with 40 mMoles of salt concentration,
which is similar to that of human sweat. The textile is wrapped around a cylinder shaped
object to act as human elbow. During the measurement, the textile is placed on top of a
precise digital balance that is used to manually record the textile weight as an indication of
salt water applied to the textile.
To better simulate human sweat, we manually adjust rate of water deposition to match
normal rate of human sweating. According to [57], the average human sweats at rate of
13 𝑚𝑙/𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒. The arm accounts for roughly 10% of body surface [118], so we assume
that roughly 1.3 𝑚𝑙/𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒 is generated by the joint. Salt water is applied on front half of
the textile which covers around 1/6 of human arm. As a result, solution is sprayed on the
textile at rate of 0.2 𝑚𝑙/𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒 to best mimic human sweating.
Since we only care about the changes in the baseline signal i.e. 𝛽 in Figure 2.6, we
use a low-pass filter to remove triboelectric signals generated from hand movements. The
result is only the baseline changes due to salt-water accumulation.
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Figure 2.11: Signal features computed from Tribexor can be used to distinguish between 4
different activity classes with high accuracy.

Figure 2.12 shows the changes in baseline, 𝛽, as a function of salt water volume. The
voltage baseline has a clear second order polynomial relation to salt water volume with
a low RMS error of 0.1 V. While there will be natural variations in sweat accumulations
in the textile due to evaporation, our results are promising since it provides a fabric-based
method to measure sweat.
Case Study 1: Measuring Perspiration During Exercise — We now look at the ability
to detect the sweat concentration on a user’s skin during strenuous activities. This provides
an additional metric of exertion for the user in addition to running speed or heart rate. To
demonstrate this, we asked a user to wear Tribexor on their elbow while wearing an Affectiva Q sensor on their wrist [?]. The Q sensor provides an indirect measure of skin moisture
level by using skin conductivity as a proxy. We use this as a gold standard metric to evaluate the effectiveness of Tribexor. To detect sweating, we apply a low pass filter on the
signal output to reject high-frequency noise. The resulting output represents a baseline for
different elbow states. The user was asked to perform a combination of walking and run-
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Figure 2.12: We measure Tribexor’s baseline signal output as a function of controlled increases in salt water volume and find a 2nd order polynomial relationship.

ning on a treadmill. There were no restrictions on running or walking speed, arm position
or swing, or rest periods where the user consumed water. Tribexor’s output was collected at
a sampling rate of 50 Hz, while the Q sensor was configured to use its maximum sampling
rate of 8 Hz. The two sensor streams used a common clock to synchronize prior to the start
of the experiment.
Figure 2.13 shows the extracted signal baseline together with the measured skin conductivity. The results are interesting and show that the signal provided by Tribexor closely
tracks the signal from a GSR sensor but simultaneously provides more information about
the current activity state.
Let us first look at the correlation with the GSR sensor. A GSR sensor monitors skin
conductivity between two electrodes to measure stimulus that makes sweat glands become
more active and allows current to flow more readily. The Tribexor signal is also a cumulative effect of sweat on the resistance of the textile, hence this tracks the GSR reading.
This result provides evidence that Tribexor can provide an equivalent signal as GSR. GSR
sensors are widely used as a signal of psychological or physiological arousal. The fact that
Tribexor provides a similar signal demonstrate a novel textile-based version of a galvanic
skin response signal that requires no electrodes.
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Figure 2.13: The baseline signal output can be used to measure sweat levels during exercise.
We show that Tribexor’s signal output roughly tracks skin conductivity, which is used as a
measure of skin moisture level.

The second observation is that the phasic (dynamic) component of the signal also shifts
when the user is walking vs running. This is because the elbow state is different in walking
and running. Users run with their elbows bent which increases the compression between
the grounded shielding layers and charge collection layers. This results in a shift in the
baseline resulting in a higher voltage level. When the user starts walking, their elbow
extends more and results in a reduced baseline. Thus, we see that by analyzing the phasic
and tonic components of the signal we can obtain complementary information about the
joint.
Case Study 2: Comfort Level Detection for Smart HVAC Systems — Our final case
study further explores the sweat sensing capability of Tribexor. In this application, we focus
on determining users’ comfort levels in controlled climate environments such as homes,
offices, or cars. For example, one possible scenario is HVAC monitoring during nighttime
where the textile monitors sweating and adjusts temperature.
In this study, we demonstrate Tribexor’s ability to detect the comfort of a car passenger.
To do this, we set the car’s temperature to 90◦ F, which is outside of a typical human’s
comfort zone. We then monitor the voltage output of Tribexor as well as the Q Sensor
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as in the previous case study to provide a gold standard measure of sweating behavior.
We simultaneously record the car’s temperature using a portable temperature and humidity
sensor. In contrast to the previous case study, the user remains mostly stationary in a
position that roughly corresponds to that normally used while driving – the user’s right
hand (same arm instrumented with Tribexor), is occasionally moved between the steering
wheel and shifter. We remove the dynamic changes due to hand movements and focus on
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Figure 2.14: Tribexor can also be used to measure elevated skin moisture caused by thermal discomfort. Here we show the baseline signal output significantly increases when a
user is taken outside of their thermal comfort zone; we validate this result with wrist skin
conductivity.

Figure 2.14 shows Tribexor’s output altogether with skin conductance and temperature.
The figure shows that as the measured baseline signal output begins to increase quickly
when the temperature value moves above ∼73 degrees F, which is roughly the temperature
that exceeds the comfort zone of a typical human. When the car’s temperature increases
above 80 degrees F, we see a sharp increase in Tribexor’s output, as well as the Q sensor,
indicating that the user may be well outside of their personal comfort zone. This metric
is especially useful because it takes into account other information that varies across users
and context, such as their body type or number of layers of clothing they are wearing. All
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of these can change the ideal comfort temperature for a particular user, and Tribexor allows
us to measure these changes.
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CHAPTER 3
PHYJAMA: PHYSIOLOGICAL SENSING VIA
FIBER-ENHANCED PYJAMAS

3.1

Introduction
In the previous chapter, we looked at how we can leverage loose-fitting textiles for

sensing joint movements. We now turn to the problem of sensing physiological signals such
as heart rate and respiration with loose-fitting fabrics. Specifically, we focus on pajamas
as a representative instance of common loose-fitting garments. As opposed to the previous
chapter where we focused on body dynamics, here we aim to detect physiological signals
during static periods, specifically sleeping.
Our work explores how we can use something that is already familiar, such as cotton/silk thread, fabrics, and imperceptibly adapt it to enable sensing of physiological signals to yield natural fitting, comfortable, and less obtrusive smart clothing. Specifically,
we focus on pyjamas as a representative instance of loosely worn and comfortable clothing that can be worn at home and during sleep. A comfortable, loosely worn sleepwear
that can measure a variety of physiological signals continuously during sleep and other everyday situations can pave the way towards smart clothing that looks and feels more like
normal clothing.
While the ability to instrument everyday textiles opens up exciting new possibilities,
a big challenge that we face is designing methods to measure physiological signals using
loosely worn clothing. Existing solutions for sensing respiratory and cardiac signals all
rely on tightly worn bands or electrodes that are placed at specific locations on the skin.

The work presented in this chapter was published in [64].
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Figure 3.1: Many parts of a loose textile are naturally under pressure, for example, between
the body and the bed/chair, arm and torso, and clothing under a blanket. These can be
leveraged to sense physiological signals in a loose-fitting textile.

Similarly, many of the ECG-sensing shirts need a tight fit at several locations on the body
to obtain the cardiac signal. In contrast, our objective is to enable physiological sensing
with a wearable at the other end of the spectrum in terms of looseness i.e. an extremely
loose daily-use textile like a pajama that is designed solely with comfort in mind.

3.1.1

Leveraging Pressured Surfaces

While looseness may appear to present a problem, we observe that even when we consider “loose clothing”, there are several parts of such a textile that are pressed against the
body due to our posture and contact with external surfaces. In fact, once we start carefully
observing all the different locations where the textile is naturally pressed, we find that we
can classify them in several groups as shown in Figure 3.1. The first group is locations
where there is a force exerted by the body on an external surface, for example, between
our torso and a chair or bed. The second group is where different limbs of the body put
pressure on the torso. For example, when the arm rests on its side, it puts pressure on the
textile between the arm and torso (i.e. below the armpit). The third group is very light
pressure due to a blanket or even pressure due to the weight of the textile on the chest when
an individual is lying down.
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Often, many such pressured surfaces are present concurrently. When sitting, there is
pressure between the body and the chair surface, between the arm and torso, and between
the chest and the textile. When sleeping, we have the above set of pressure points but also
additional pressure due to a blanket or the pyjama itself pressing against the chest. More
surprisingly, pressure between the arm and torso, and between the chest and clothing are
even present when standing and there is no contact with an external surface.
In conjunction, these present myriad sensing opportunities but how do we leverage
them to measure cardiac and respiratory signals? One option is to use discrete electronic
components like ECG electrodes or pressure sensors but we lose the comfortable feel of
the textile if we use discrete electronics. A second option is to use textile-based ECG
electrodes but this requires tightly worn clothing that is in direct contact with the skin and
raises significant robustness issues due to motion artifacts with dry electrodes.

3.1.2

The Phyjama Approach

The limitations of existing methods led us to explore ways to sense ballistic movements
i.e. pressure changes in the textile due to breathing and heartbeats, and measure these
changes to extract physiological variables. Our approach seeks to design a novel method
that leverages the numerous contact opportunities to measure ballistic movements while
relying solely on comfortable textile-based sensing solutions.
But we face several challenges that make it non-trivial to design such a solution. First,
there is no existing fabric-based method to sense continuous and dynamic changes in pressure. Existing pressure sensing methods using textiles are binary detectors i.e. they detect
high pressure versus low pressure, but they do not measure the amount of pressure in a continuous manner. Second, the dynamic range of pressure at different opportunistic sensing
points is many orders of magnitude apart. At one end of the spectrum, a substantial amount
of body weight is placed on the textile while sleeping and at the other end, there is a minuscule amount of pressure from the chest on to the textile during inhalation. Third, we need
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to measure the signal at multiple locations and fuse the information since no single location
may have a sufficiently good signal for robustly estimating physiological parameters, and
the best location changes depending on the user posture.
Phyjama addresses these challenges using several unique approaches. For locations
where there is moderate to large amounts of pressure, we design a novel all-textile pressure
sensor that leverages impedance changes to measure pressure changes due to respiration
and heartbeats. For locations where there is a tiny amount of pressure but where the fabric
is dynamic, we design a triboelectric textile sensor that leverages small amounts of fabric
compression to extract the dynamics of the textile. We show that these patches can be combined in typical loose-fitting textiles and their signals fused using a combination of signal
processing and machine learning to enable holistic textile-based sensing of physiological
variables without sacrificing comfort.
In summary, our contributions are:
• We design a novel distributed multi-modal textile-based sensor that can be integrated
with loosely-worn clothing such as pyjamas to measure physiological signals. Our
design relies exclusively on textile elements in sensed regions, while using discrete
electronic components only in expected locations such as buttons.
• Our design combines a novel fabric-based pressure sensor and a triboelectric sensor,
and fuses signals from a distributed set of sensors to extract ballistic signals from
multiple locations. We show that this combination of sensors allows us to detect
physiological signals across diverse postures and leverage all forms of opportunistic
contact between a loose fabric and the body.
• We develop a signal processing pipeline to fuse information from multiple vantage
points, and fuse them while taking into account signal quality from each patch. This
allows us to extract precise information about heart rate, respiration rate, and sleep
posture.
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• We implement and evaluate a full version of the Phyjama in two user studies. The
first is a benchmarking study across 21 users where we show that we can detect
BCG peaks with 97% F1-score, breathing rate with 0.64 resp/min median error and
heart rate with 0.5 bpm median error. The second is a one-hour nap study across
seven users, four of whom are elderly participants, where we show that we can detect
breathing rate with 0.75 resp/min median error and heart rate with 2.5 bpm median
error.

3.2

Related work

The goal of this work is the design of a comfortable and unobtrusive vital sign monitoring system that can be worn continuously during long duration of wear without impacting
sleep. To achieve these aims with loosely fitting textiles, the sensing substrate must be able
to simultaneously capture posture information in addition to signals that contain respiration
and heart rate information. Existing sensing systems fall short of these aims.
Flexible and discrete sensors in smart textiles A variety of prior work has looked at
using flexible but non-textile based sensors that are embedded in textiles. For example, one
solution to measure vital signs uses electromechanical film (EMFi) to measure ballistic
heart rate [22]. Another solution also senses ballistics using pressure sensors printed on
a polymer substrate [101]. Several such approaches have also been presented for posture
detection using smart textiles. Sardini et al. [97] weave a serpentine shaped copper wire in
the back of a shirt to form a varying impedance due to bending of spine. Dunne et al. [37]
use a plastic optical fiber to monitor spinal posture. Lorussi et al. [71] use an array of
piezoelectric sensors to find human posture. While the sensors are flexible, they are still
made of stiff non-textile components that lack the feel of an everyday textile. In addition,
several of these assume tight contact between sensors and skin, which in turn, requires tight
clothing.
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Several other researchers have integrated discrete sensors like IMUs and pressure switches
in textile elements, primarily to obtain postural parameters. Normally, three IMUs are used
to capture spinal angle, placed on thoracic, thoraco-lumber, and lumber parts [40, 41, 125].
Since any movement would be sensed by the IMU, the garments are often tight-fitting to
avoid unwanted rotation of the IMUs which would substantially increase motion artifact
noise. Our work has no discrete sensing elements and directly measures the ballistic signals.
Fabric-based sensors Much of the prior work on physiological sensing with fabric-based
sensors are based on tight-fitting garments typically by relying on conductive fabric electrodes (existing methods and requirements of smart textiles are surveyed in [27]). While
these electrodes are widely available, they are designed for tight contact with the skin and
unsuitable for loosely worn clothing. There has been some work on measuring impedance
changes for physiological measurements — for example, [86] integrates piezoelectric elements in a smart textile and tracks changes in impedance using a sinusoid injected across
two fabric layers. The work also relies on tightly worn clothing and close skin contact.
There has been limited work on sensing physiological variables using loose-fitting textiles. One such work is respiration sensing using conductive foam pressure sensors [22].
This is essentially a binary foam-based sensor that moves between an open and short circuit
configuration while a person breathes. In contrast, Phyjama provides complete cardiorespiratory rhythm signal while using far more natural fabric elements.
There has also been work on detecting biochemical signals using clothing. For example,
prior work has looked at sweat detection — [58] implements a perspiration detection based
on fabric sensors placed in the armpit and on the back of a shirt, and [63] detects sweat at
joints. While not the focus of our current work, it is possible that some of these methods
can be integrated with Phyjama.
Instrumenting furniture and bedding Several prior approaches have explored the use
of instrumenting furniture including chairs and beds; approaches in this body of work typ-
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ically use discrete strain gauges and custom textiles to sense changes in pressure. eCushin
[129] presents e-textiles instrumented in chair’s seat cushion to differentiate between multiple sitting postures. Similarly, Tekscan have developed a system to extract pressure heat
map between two sheets [11]. Also, Health Chair [47] instruments arm-rest and back of
a chair to extract heart rate and respiratory rate of users. Several efforts have also looked
at unobtrusively instrumenting beds to measure ballistic heart rate during sleep. One approach leverages highly sensitive geophones to measure the seismic motions induced by individual heart beats and slow moving signals from respiration [?, 59]. Commercial MEMS
accelerometer-based units are available that can measure heart rate based on ballistocardiography signals measured via the bed [7].
Wearable devices There are many wearable devices in the market for sleep sensing, most
of which use photoplethysmography to measure the pulse wave on the wrist or fingers (e.g.
Fitbit [4], Polar Vivofit [5], and Oura Ring [10]). A key distinction is that Phyjama is fully
integrated within existing daily wear and does not need additional wearables.
Non-wearable approaches A variety of non-contact methods have recently become popular for measuring respiration and heart rate signals. One body of work is on radar-based
sensing of respiration and heart rhythm [14–16, 18, 80, 92]. These methods use FMCW or
UWB radars and measure changes in the displacement and the doppler shifts due to respiration and ballistics of the heart. While non-contact sensing is appealing, robustness is
a major problem due to occlusions (e.g. blanket), variations in sleep posture, movement
artifacts, disaggregation of signals when multiple individuals share the same bed, etc. As
a result, these methods typically are more accurate for respiration sensing which causes
larger movements than ballistics of the heart. Other non-contact approaches include the
use of vision-based and depth camera-based methods such as use of cameras to find physiological variables. These require line-of-sight, proper lighting and a relatively stationary
user within an area in front of a camera.
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3.3

Fabric-based sensor design

Figure 3.2: Phyjama comprises a distributed set of four resistive sensors (A) and a tribolelectric sensor (B).

The central contribution of our work is the design of a distributed all-textile patch architecture that can measure cardiac and respiratory signals. The building blocks of our design
are two types of all-textile patches — a resistive patch to measure pressure changes and a
triboelectric patch that measures surface charge transfer. The resistive patch is a first-ofits-kind device and we are unaware of similar devices to measure physiological signals; the
triboelectric patch is similar to previously published designs but this is the first time it has
been shown to detect tiny ballistic signals from the heart. Our overall design is shown in
Figure 3.2 — the Phyjama comprises several patches to enable us to gather physiological
signals from multiple vantage points. In the rest of this section, we describe the sensor
design challenges involved and how we tackled them in Phyjama.

3.3.1

The Resistive Patch

The first challenge that we faced was how to design an all-fabric pressure sensor that is
sensitive to small changes in pressure due to the ballistics of the heartbeat. At a conceptual
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level, the design of such a sensor appears quite straightforward – the sensor has two conductive layers with a highly resistive middle layer as shown in Figure 3.3 (left and middle).
The resistivity of the middle layer is inversely proportional to the pressure on the sensor
which can be measured.
But the design of the middle fabric is not straightforward since the ballistic signal is
extremely weak. On one hand, if the fabric is an insulator like regular cotton, then the
resistance is extremely high (teraohms) and it is extremely complex and expensive to design
a sensing circuit to measure minute resistance changes at such high electrical impedance.
Also, we need high impedance in our circuit to measure changes in a high impedance
sensor, but this makes our circuit very sensitive to noise (a small current induced on a high
impedance circuit results in higher noise voltage than the same noise on a low impedance
circuit). We have many sources of noise in fabric-based circuits that use large conductive
layers including electromagnetic noise, static fields, and motion artifacts, hence we need
to operate in a lower impedance regime to minimize the impact of noise on the signal. On
the other hand, if the fabric is too conductive, then it can short too quickly after a small
amount of pressure is applied and may not be able to cover the range of pressures that are
observed in clothing. The pressure between the body and an external surface can vary by
more than an order of magnitude depending on whether an individual is seated or lying
down; similarly, the pressure between the arm and torso is also much smaller than the
pressure between the body and the bed. Thus, we need to operate in a sweet spot where
the fabric is optimized with sufficiently high resistance that it does not create a short circuit
even under pressure while at the same time being sensitive to small pressure changes due
to the ballistics of the heart.
Fabric-level optimizations:

To address this issue, we explored a number of textile pa-

rameters and surface functionalization reactions to change the surface conductivity of the
cotton cloths. First, we explored the impact of weave density on the overall resistivity of
the sensor and found that medium-weave cotton gauze minimized shorting events, afforded
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the most stable pressure-induced electrical signals, and remained comfortable to wear after
being incorporated into a garment. Next, a hydrophobic, perfluorinated alkyl acrylate coating was vapor deposited onto cotton cloths using a custom-built vacuum reactor to impart
wash stability. Perfluorinated coatings are superhydrophobic and are commonly used to
create stain- and sweat-repellant upholstery and active wear. However, this surface coating
resulted in fabrics with increased resistivity as compared to pristine samples. Changing the
chemical structure of the grafting point to a siloxane moiety did not attenuate the high surface resistivity observed with perfluoroalkyl coatings. We hypothesized that such increases
in surface resistivity evolved because the coatings contained saturated alkyl chains without
accessible conductive states. As most textile coatings are similarly insulating, we needed
to innovate a new surface coating that would impart either electronic or ionic conductivity
to the cotton cloths.
Finally, we targeted ion conductive coatings because ionic conductors are comparatively more compatible with salt-rich biological systems than electronic materials. We identified a siloxane molecule, N-trimethoxysilylpropyl-N,N,N,-trimethylammonium chloride,
containing quaternary ammonium moieties as a potential coating: the siloxane moieties
should covalently bond to the free hydroxyl groups present in the repeat unit of cellulose
acetate (cotton), while the quaternary ammonium moieties and their chloride counterions
would act as ion conductors that should reduce the observed surface resistivity of the fabric. The surface resistivity should also be proportional to the surface concentration of the
quaternary ammonium groups, which, in turn, is proportional to the concentration of the
siloxane molecule used during the solution-phase functionalization reaction.
Various test sensors of the same size were created by sandwiching a sheet of cotton (either pristine or ion-conductive) between two sheets of silver nylon fabric. As desired, cotton gauze functionalized with N-trimethoxysilylpropyl-N,N,N,-trimethylammonium chloride displayed a more sensitive voltage change with applied pressure, as compared to
pristine cotton gauze or cotton lycra. Therefore, three-layer devices containing our ion-
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Figure 3.3: Fabric structure of resistive pressure-sensing patch and electrical model in
shown on the left. The fabric is connected to an analog filtering and amplification circuit
as shown on the right.

conductive cotton gauze proved to be efficient and simple sensor of applied pressure. To
impart wash stability to this sensor, we shielded the functionalized surface with an additional hydrophobic, perfluorinated siloxane coating through vapor deposition. The hydrophobic nature of this coating has been shown in prior work to provide the fabric with a
strong protective layer against aging processes such as washing or oxidation [123].
We note that this is the first time an ion-conductive cotton cloth was created and incorporated into an all-textile sensor. Commercial textile coatings are aimed at simply imparting hydrophobicity (for stain-repellant fabrics) or creating antimicrobial surfaces. For both
functionalities, the necessary coatings are electrically insulating and, therefore, known iterations of functionalized cotton cannot be used in the design of the resistive sensor described
in this work.
Sensor model:

Having described the sensor chemistry, we now present an electrical

model and explain its behavior under pressure. Figure 3.3 shows the structure of our layered sensor and its electrical equivalent model. The resistance of the functionalized fabric
is high enough that we can deal with a range of pressure but low enough that we can use
moderate sized resistors in our circuit to minimize noise.
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According to Equation 3.1, the resistance of a transmission medium is inversely proportional to its thickness.

𝑅𝑒𝑞 = 𝜌

𝑙
𝐴

(3.1)

where 𝜌 is electrical resistivity 𝑙 is the length, and 𝐴 is the cross-sectional area of the
medium. In our design, 𝑙 represents the thickness of the middle fabric layer – 𝑅 𝑓 𝑎𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑐 in
Figure 3.3.
Let us now see how the sensor works under pressure and what aspects of pressure we
can measure. Upon applying inward pressure on two outer fabric layers, we see the two
simultaneous phenomena. First, the number of resistive routes between two conductive
patches is increased because the air gap reduces between the layers. At the same time, the
thickness of the fabric is reduced and the capacitance of the device also changes. Both
these factors contribute to reduction in impedance of the fabric as a result of increase in
pressure.
From a measurement perspective, it is much simpler to design a circuit to measure
resistance changes than capacitance changes, therefore we focus on the resistance changes
to measure the ballistic signal. To follow the pressure applied on the fabric, we use a
voltage divider to produce a voltage that follows the changes in resistance of the fabric.
This voltage contains information about the pressure applied to the fabric; however, it is
too coarse grained to be useful for extracting vital signs. This signal is then filtered and
amplified in the analog domain before being used for respiration and heartbeat detection.
The circuit schematic is shown in Figure 3.3 (right). Due to the very small signal
generated by heartbeats, we need to increase sensitivity from the source. In other words,
the whole design needs to be tuned in such a way that changes in 𝑅𝑣𝑎𝑟 can cause maximum
possible impact on output voltage. This means we need to increase 𝜕𝑉𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 /𝜕𝑅𝑣𝑎𝑟 .
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𝑅𝑣𝑎𝑟
𝑅𝑣𝑎𝑟 + 𝑅1
(3.2)
𝜕𝑉𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝑅1
= 𝑉𝑑𝑑 ×
−→
𝜕𝑅𝑣𝑎𝑟
(𝑅𝑣𝑎𝑟 + 𝑅1 ) 2
These equations show that sensitivity decreases as 𝑅𝑣𝑎𝑟 increases. Maximum sensitivity
𝑉𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝑉𝑑𝑑 ×

is achieved when 𝑅𝑣𝑎𝑟 << 𝑅1 . Naively, this can be achieved by choosing an extremely large
𝑅1 , however, very large output resistance of the sensor can result in a substantial amount of
noise to be injected into the electronics circuit. The more sensible approach is to decrease
the resistance of the fabric layer, so we carefully tuned the resistance of the textile to the
desired regime.

3.3.2

The Triboelectric Patch

The second sensor is designed to measure ballistics under very low pressure situations,
such as when a fabric rests on the chest when a user is standing or sleeping. While breathing
is far too slow to induce sufficiently large changes to the textile to be be detectable, ballistics
due to heartbeats induce rapid impulses. While the magnitude of this change is quite small
and imperceptible to the naked eye, the dynamics are quite large due to the rapid changes in
flow resulting in a strong ballistic force on the chest wall. These facts motivated us to use
a triboelectric patch as an additional fabric based sensor to capture dynamics of the body.
The triboelectric patch that we use in this work is constructed using the technology
that was proposed by prior works on the triboelectric textiles [63, 122, 136]. Triboelectric
textiles measure motion via charge transfer — the tribo patch comprises two dielectric
layers which transfer charge between them as the distance between them changes during
various movements. In our case, the voltage generated by a triboelectric patch is related to
the speed of contact and separation between two fabric layers which allows us to extract
the ballistic changes due to heart beats. While triboelectric materials have been used for
sensing the movement of joints [63], we are unaware of prior work on leveraging this
technology to detect vibrations caused by ballistics of the human heart. We briefly describe
how the triboelectric sensor works in this section.
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The triboelectric textile sensor was created by the face-to-face layering of two different
cotton cloths with opposing equilibrium surface charge characteristics [63,122,136]. Commercial polyurethane-coated ripstop nylon, which is commonly used for water-repellant
outerwear, displays a negative surface charge value, on average, across various ambient environments, due to the presence of the negative triboelectric material, polyurethane. Cotton
functionalized with an aminopropyl siloxane, on the other hand, displays a positive surface
charge value, on average. When these two fabrics are sandwiched between two silver-nylon
cloths, a triboelectric device is formed.
Upon application of pressure, the two oppositely-charged cloth sheets are forced into
physical contact, upon which a small amount of surface charge transfer occurs, creating
an observable electrical signal. However, this charge transfer event is quickly reversed
and the signal quickly decays, even if constant pressure is applied. Due to this behavior,
triboelectric devices are perfectly suited for detecting dynamic changes in pressure as a
result of ballistics of the heart.
One question that we have not answered is why we need two types of patches — is
the resistive patch not sufficient to measure pressure due to ballistics? The difference is
that the resistive patch is designed to operate under pressure i.e. it can measure ballistics
when sufficient pressure has been exerted on it. The triboelectric patch is designed to
operate under very light pressure, for example, due to the textile resting on the body or a
thin blanket over the textile. Under higher pressure, there is insufficient change in distance
between cloth layers to cause measurable change in charge transfer. Thus, the two types
of patches are complementary and cover medium to high pressure situations (resistive) and
low pressure situations (tribo).
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Figure 3.4: Figure shows an example of two patches together with ECG ground truth in
freefaller posture i.e. lying on front (left panel) and soldier posture i.e. lying on back (right
panel). The subject has relatively high body weight, so the patch with higher pressure
shows lower sensitivity. We see that each sensor works well in one posture but not the
other, demonstrating the need for multi-sensor fusion for robust estimation of physiological
measures. (Note that signals are shifted vertically for better presentation.)

3.4

Signal Processing in Phyjama

Having described the design of the textile sensors, we turn to the analysis of the signal
from Phyjama. We first provide an overview of design goals and challenges followed by a
description of the processing pipeline. An overview of the pipeline is shown in Figure 4.5.

3.4.1

Goals and Challenges

Our goal is to provide a comprehensive set of physiological measures of respiratory
and cardiac rhythm. These are valuable for many applications — sleep stage classification [128], sleep quality estimation [55], recovery during endurance training [115], stress
management [31, 49, 103], and disease prediction [36, 93, 113]. In addition to cardiac and
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Figure 3.5: Phyjama signal processing pipeline.

respiratory rhythm, we also get sleep posture as side information from the Phyjama by
leveraging the fact that we have several patches on the textile.
The central challenge that we face is that the signals observed by patches depend on
several factors including posture, user weight, textile fit, and extent of contact between
textile and the body. An example is shown in Figure 3.4. Two different postures are looked
into in this figure, namely, soldier and freefaller, which refer to lying on back and front.
In each case, we see one of the patches performing poorly while the other patch provides
a clearer signal. Thus, we see that to obtain robust physiological measures under different
real-world situations, we clearly need to fuse information from different sensors.

3.4.2

Estimating Posture and Respiration

The analog signal from the resistive patches can be directly used to estimate two measures: a) respiration based on baseline variations, and b) posture based on relative pressure
across patches.
Estimating posture:

The DC baseline directly provides the pressure for each patch

which, in turn, gives us information about the contact between different patches and the
body. This information can be fused to determine posture. We focus on sleep postures
for the Phyjama; in this case, we find that the baseline signals from the patches are highly
distinct and a simple decision tree performs near perfectly in distinguishing between postures. We note that posture is useful in two ways in this pipeline — first, sleep posture is a
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useful output measure by itself, and second, posture is useful to develop a posture-specific
classifier that performs better than a posture-agnostic one.
Estimating respiration: The DC baseline can also be used to obtain respiration rate in a
straightforward manner. To accurately estimate respiratory rate of the user, we perform two
steps. First, we find the frequency bin with the highest power resulted from respiration signal. Second, we perform band-pass filtering based around the FFT peak to avoid counting
fluctuations of the second harmonic. The result of the band-pass filter is a signal oscillating
around zero. We count the number of zero crossings and divide this number by the duration
of the signal to find duration of a half cycle. Since we get a respiration measure from each
sensor, we take the median across the four resistive patches to obtain an aggregate measure
of respiration rate.

3.4.3

BCG Signal Pre-processing

Unlike posture and respiration, estimating heart rhythm is more challenging. In particular, our objective is to obtain beat-to-beat interval information from the Phyjama signal
which can be leveraged to estimate metrics such as heart rate, heart rate variability, sleep
stages, and others.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the challenge in determining the positions of individual BCG
peaks. We can see that the respiration signal is quite clear but the BCG signal is more
variable and has many peaks that could be misclassified as heart beats. The rest of this section describes our processing pipeline to detect individual heartbeats and peak locations.
Since BCG is a very weak signal, we need to first perform pre-processing to filter out
various noise sources (to the extent possible). The output voltage is a combination of DC
offset generated by amplifiers, low frequency components corresponding to respiration,
higher frequency components corresponding to the BCG signal, and noise in all frequency
bins.
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Figure 3.6: Top panel shows the raw output signal with all noise sources; second panel
shows the respiration signal that is extracted from the low-frequency components of the
raw signal; third panel shows the filtered BCG signal; and fourth is ground truth ECG.

3.4.4

Feature Extraction from Resistive and Tribo Patches

The BCG signal is dependent on which type of sensor we use – the resistive sensors
sense pressure changes whereas the tribo sensor measures surface charge transfer. Since
these are very different types of signals, we use different feature extraction techniques for
these sensors.
Sparse coding features for resistive patches:

While ECG feature extraction has been

studied for many decades, applying existing techniques to the problem of extracting BCG
features from the resistive patches is non-trivial for two reasons. First, the BCG signal
varies depending on where the patch touches the body since the ballistic signal is impacted
by the skeletal structure, particularly the spine. Second, the types of noise in the patches
also differ because motion-induced artifacts like static noise is different across the different
locations. This diversity means that traditional detectors can provide sub-optimal performance when subject to these variations. Our work therefore uses unsupervised methods for
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robust feature extraction to deal with a range of signal variation and noise sources observed
in the ballistic signal.
The approach that we will explore is sparse coding, which has become popular in signal
and image processing since it can leverage vast amounts of unlabeled data to generate
features [38, 74, 75, 83, 131]. This method has also been applied to a limited extent in the
context of ECG signals [20,73,79] and BCG signals [60]. The general idea in sparse coding
for physiological waveforms is to extract a dictionary of features for detecting the various
peaks (e.g. P, Q, R, S, and T in the case of ECG) in a robust manner despite extremely
noisy data. In the context of Phyjama, we use sparse coding to learn a sparse dictionary
of shapes of the ballistic signals observed at different fabric patches. We provide a brief
overview of sparse coding and then describe how we utilize this technique in Phyjama.
Sparse coding is a method for representing a feature vector X in terms of sparse linear
Í
combinations 𝐾𝑘=1 𝛼 𝑘 𝐵 𝑘 of a set of K basis vectors, 𝐵 𝑘 . Given a set of basis vectors 𝐵 𝑘 , the
sparse coefficient vector alpha is computed as the solution to the following 𝑙1 regularized
optimization problem:

𝛼 𝑋𝑛

−

𝐾
Õ

2

𝛼 𝑘 𝐵 𝑘 + 𝜆𝛼1

𝑘=1

(3.3)

2

Given a data set 𝐷 = {𝑋𝑛 }𝑛=1:𝑁 , the basis is learned to minimize errors between each
data case and its reconstruction with the constraint of sparse coefficients. The typical approach to solve this is by using an alternate minimization strategy [39]
Our aim is to recognize the highest BCG peak, also known as J-peak, using sparse
coding. Figure 3.7 shows several instances of such a window overlaid on top of each other
for the patch on the users back. We can clearly see that the BCG waveform that we observe
via Phyjama is very similar to the pattern presented in literature [30]. In order to find a
J-peak, a peak detector with a fairly relaxed threshold is applied over the signal to overgenerate candidate peaks.
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Figure 3.7: Multiple traces of BCG signals plotted altogether. Note that amplitude of the
signals are normalized in standard deviation.

Note that the sparse coding can be used to learn an over-complete basis in a fully unsupervised manner. This is attractive since we do not need a new user to provide labeled data
and can simply expand our dictionary by leveraging raw data from a new user. This can
allow us to construct a more representative population-level dictionary without requiring
additional labeling overhead for a new user.
Using parameters defined for sparse coding, a dictionary of basis vectors are learned
from the time series windows we cropped over candidate peaks. As a result, each window
can be represented by a series of weights corresponding coefficients for linear combination
of dictionary elements to recreate the window. These weights are used as features for the
classification stage.
Feature extraction from tribo patch:

The signal obtained from the triboelectric patch

is different from the canonical BCG shape that we observe with movement (or pressure)
sensors. In the tribo case, we are observing the charge and discharge of the triboelectric
material which approximately corresponds to how it compresses and releases as a consequence of the ballistics.
Figure 3.8 shows an example of the triboelectric waveform — we can clearly see that
the ballistics of the heart causes the tribo signal to oscillate much like a spring-mass system
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with some damping due to the textile properties. The figure also plots the envelope of the
triboelectric signal — the amplitude of the envelope roughly correlates with the amount of
mechanical energy on skin surface.
One issue with the triboelectric waveform is that the oscillations of the tribo signal does
not follow the canonical structure of a BCG waveform. The absence of a clear structure
makes it harder to pinpoint which peak corresponds to the J-peak and which corresponds
to the other peaks. In addition, the signal peak is also variable and unstable since there
is relatively weak contact between the tribo patch and the body (given its location on the
stomach).
Instead of using peaks, we use the envelope of the triboelectric signal as the source
of features — the envelope loses information about the location of the peaks but is more
robust to outliers. After obtaining the envelope of the triboelectric signal, we typically see
a correlation between location of the peak of this signal and the expected location of a Jpeak. Using this insight, we take 5 samples of the envelope signal with 100 ms interval and
use those values as tribo features for classification.

3.4.5

J-Peak Classification

The next stage classifies the candidate peaks into valid or invalid BCG J-peaks. This
stage is executed per-patch i.e. we classify peaks for each patch separately in this stage and
then fuse them in subsequent stages.
To perform J-peak classification, the first step is to collect labeled data using an ECG
sensor as ground truth. Depending on placement of each fabric patch, the BCG J-peak will
have a small delay in regards to its corresponding ECG R-peak. This delay is called the RJ
duration and is affected by many factors including an individual’s medical condition and
patch placement. This duration can reach up to 300 ms [45]. To account for this delay,
we label the largest peak that appears within a 400ms window after an ECG peak as the
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Figure 3.8: Triboelectric behavior plotted alongside ECG ground truth. The envelope of
the signal has a clear relation with ECG R-peaks. This provide rich information for our
classifier model to learn correct J-peak labels.

BCG J-peak. We then manually check a few cases per sensor to ascertain that the labeling
is valid.
We use five sets of features for our classifiers: a) the sparse coding feature weights
corresponding to our dictionary, b) the posture information coming from the DC baseline,
c) the amplitude of the peak, d) five samples from the envelope of the tribo patch centered
around the peak, and e) five samples from the envelope of the resistive sensor patch centered
around the peak. These features are used to classify each candidate peak.
Once we have the features, the classification model can be any simple machine learning
model. We use a linear SVM in our work but other models are equally viable. The classifier
is trained based on sparse coding weights and other mentioned time-domain features and
the labels provided for each candidate peaks.
At this stage, we also obtain a classification score for the classification of each peak.
The classification score is the signed distance from the SVM decision boundary; we use
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this score in the fusion stage to combine the data from multiple sensor streams and improve
the overall results.

3.4.6

Multi-patch Fusion

The next stage of the processing pipeline fuses the outputs of the individual per-patch
classifiers to determine the location of each J-peak in a more accurate manner.
To fuse the outputs, we first need an estimate of the quality of the measurements from
each patch. To obtain this, we start by defining a signal quality index that seeks to identify
which patches provide the most relevant information so that we can assign more weight
to the output from these patches. The signal quality metric that we define is based on
the observation that a poor quality sensor generally has high variance in the inter-peak
intervals since it has more false positives and false negatives. Thus, we define the Signal
Quality Index (𝑆𝑄𝐼) as:

𝑆𝑄𝐼 𝑝,𝑢,𝑠 = 1/𝑠𝑡𝑑 (𝐼 𝐼 𝑝,𝑢,𝑠 )

(3.4)

where 𝐼 𝐼 𝑝,𝑢,𝑠 refers to array of inter-beat intervals for each measurement on user 𝑢, in
position 𝑝, and from sensor 𝑠. Each element of this array is calculated as the duration
between two corresponding consecutive peaks classified as correct J-peaks. :

𝑗

𝑗

𝐼 𝐼 𝑝,𝑢,𝑠 (𝑖) = 𝑇𝑝,𝑢,𝑠 (𝑖) − 𝑇𝑝,𝑢,𝑠 (𝑖 − 1)

(3.5)

Given the SQI per sensor and classification score for each peak of each sensor 𝑠 from
the SVM classifier, we define the fused score for each peak 𝑖 as the weighted sum across
all sensors. In other words, we simply sum up the scores across the different sensors while
considering SQI as weight for each sensor.

Fused Score(𝑖) =

Õ
𝑠=1..4
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Score(𝑖) ∗ SQI(𝑠)

(3.6)

Next, we find the J-peak timestamps by locating positively scored candidate peaks in
close proximity. In our implementation, positive labels from different sensors placed closer
than 100 ms from one another are considered as an acceptable interval to place a BCG Jpeak. To remove false positives and false negatives, we remove the peaks that are too close
and re-instate peaks at appropriate locations when we see gaps that are much larger than
the average interbeat interval.
The overall process is illustrated in Figure 3.9. On the left, we see over-generated peaks
(red dots), each of which is classified by the per-sensor classifier. In the middle box, we see
classification scores for each of the peaks and only a small number have a positive peak.
The panel on the right shows the fusion stages using the aggregated scores across sensors
— the thin blue rectangles represent the first search intervals with high fused score, and the
large green window is the second search stage where the next highest score is selected to
fill a missing peak.

3.5

Implementation

The implementation of Phyjama takes into account several aspects including aesthetics, robustness, and signal quality. From an aesthetics and manufacturing perspective, we
wanted to rely solely on textile-based elements for sensing with zero discrete components.
This has numerous advantages – the most obvious is that user comfort is maximized if
we minimize discrete electronic components at sensitive pressure points1 . But equally important are the manufacturing advantages since it is much easier to design and fabricate
all-textile clothing, and it is much easier to make textile-based elements washable with
appropriate hydrophobic coatings.
1 In the popular fable “the princess and the pea”, a princess is able to feel a pea through twenty feather beds

atop twenty mattresses; in the modern context, comfort is highly prized and many of us are highly sensitive to
sleep comfort. Even a small discrete sensor padded with textile layers can, like the pea under the bed, cause
perceptual discomfort when sleeping in a particular posture for several hours.
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(a) Candidate peaks

(b) Classification scores

(c) J-peaks location estimation

Figure 3.9: Steps taken to estimate locations of BCG J-peaks. a) depicts overgenerated
peaks from each sensor and ECG ground truth, b) classification result in form of classification score for each peak, c) J-peak estimation using fused scores, and filling missing
J-peaks when gaps are too large. (There are slight timing differences across sensors due to
their position, so we fuse scores across a small window.)

3.5.1

Layered Structure of Resistive Sensor

The resistive sensor is comprised of two layers of ion-conductive functionalized cotton gauze, sandwiched between two sheets of silver-plated nylon fabric (purchased from
LessEMF). All the textiles were sonicated in water for 15 min, and then rinsed with isopropanol and dried in the air prior to use. To chemically graft the surface of the cotton gauze
(purchased from Joann Fabrics Co.), the textile was soaked in N-trimethoxysilylpropylN,N,N,-trimethylammonium chloride/isopropanol (15:100 V/V) for 30 min and then cured
at 100°C for 2 hours, followed by rinsing with isopropanol and drying in the air. The
surface of the functionalized cotton gauze was then modified with a vapor deposition of
trichloro (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane, which provides the sensor with washability and durability. The 30-min deposition was conducted in a vacuum custom-built round
shaped reactor (290 mm diameter, 70 mm height) at the constant pressure of 1 Torr. The
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Figure 3.10: We illustrate how the patches in Phyjama are interconnected. To avoid using
discrete hard components at sensitive pressured locations, the all-textile patches are interconnected by using silver-plated nylon threads as connectors that are shielded in cotton,
The wires coming from each patch end up at a button-size printed circuit board that is
placed at the same location of a button on a pyjama. All textile components were placed
within the pyjama and were not visible outside.

functionalized cotton gauze was then cut into eight 10 cm x 6 cm sheets, each of which
was sewn around the perimeter onto a 8 cm x 4 cm sheet of silver fabric. Sewing together
each pair of these joined gauze-silver sheets yielded four resistive sensors with a 3-layer
structure.

3.5.2

Layered Structure of Triboelectric Sensor

In the triboelectric sensor, the Polyurethane coated ripstop nylon (purchased from Emma
Kites) was used as a negative triboelectric layer. To provide the cotton lycra (purchased
from Dharma Trading Co.) with positively-charging surface, the fabric was soaked in (3aminopropyl) trimethoxysilane/hexane (10:100 V/V) for 30 min, followed by rinsing with
isopropanol and drying in the air. The two triboelectric fabrics were then cut into 17 cm
x 13 cm sheets and sewn together as they were being placed between two 15 cm x 11 cm
sheets of silver nylon fabric. All the chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Co.
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Figure 3.11: Block diagram of analog circuit boards and components used. Top figure
(left) shows the design for triboelectric board and bottom (left) shows design for pressure
sensing boards. The right panel lists the components used in analog circuit boards.

3.5.3

Assembling the Phyjama

Having designed the individual fabric patches, the next question is how to design and
interconnect fabric patches in a way that minimizes the number of discrete hard electronic
components. Since the pyjama is designed for maximum comfort, we avoided using wires
in our design. instead, we used conductive threads shielded by normal cotton to pass the
wires through pajama. Specifically, we used silver-plated nylon threads as connectors (purchased from LessEMF). The threads were shielded in a fabric rod made from cotton (purchased from Dharma Trading Co.) and attached to the silver fabric sheets through snap
buttons.
Using these conductive threads, the sensor patches were connected to button-sized PCB
boards — two of these boards were responsible for four resistive patches and the last board
is connected to triboelectric sensor. While these can potentially be combined into a single
platform, we designed separate boards for ease of prototyping. We designed the boards to
have small form factor, roughly the size of large buttons as shown in Figure 3.10. We believe the size can be further shrunk down to half the current size and they can be integrated
into the buttons of a pyjama. All boards are powered using a single 3V battery.
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The PCB boards are optimized for two design goals. First, BCG signals are typically
within the 1-10Hz frequency range [98], and the peak power of the BCG signal is in 7-8 Hz
frequency bin [45]. We leverage this information to choose a cutoff frequency of 4-10 Hz
for faster DC rejection and capturing the strongest BCG frequency component. Second,
there is significant power line noise that needs to be rejected to obtain a clean signal. This
is complicated by the fact that the noise depends on the proximity of the conductive layer to
the body, so an inner layer has more noise than an outer layer, making it difficult to remove
noise by differential amplification. The two amplification and noise rejection pipelines
that we designed are shown in Figure 3.11 — the top figure shows the pipeline for the
triboelectric patch which comprises an inverting active band-pass filter, an inverting active
low-pass filter, and a unity gain differential amplifier. The bottom figure shows the pipeline
for the resistive patch which comprises two inverting active band-pass filters, a passive
low-pass filters and an inverting active low-pass filter in addition to a voltage buffer.
Our designs went through several fabrication iterations to improve signal-to-noise, reduce form-factor, and reduce power consumption. In its current form, the board for the
resistive patch draws about 150𝜇𝐴 whereas that for the tribo patch draws 1 𝑚 𝐴. In total,
the power consumption of the analog boards are around 1.7 𝑚 𝐴 from a 3.3 𝑣 power source,
which leads to 5.6 𝑚𝑊 of power consumption. The microcontroller/radio board consumes
an additional 15 𝑚𝑊 when using Bluetooth. Minimizing overall power consumption is
possible by further improving the amplifier and improving duty-cycling, the direction we
took for our succeeding works.

3.5.4

Optimizing Patch Placement

Optimizing the location of the sensor patches is an important step in our implementation since the signal is sensitive to placement. While this process may eventually be
optimized to different body types or even personalized, we optimized patch placement to
one individual and used the same setting across all participants.
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Figure 3.12: Ballistics signal power measured across different points on user’s body. Signal
power is normalized and is plotted as a heat map. Location with strongest signal is allocated
to triboelecrtic patch and seconds strongest places are allocated for pressure sensors.

To find the best placement for the resistive patch on the back and front, we placed a
patch at different locations and measured the signal quality while the user is lying down on
their front and back, respectively. The measurement setup was carefully done to minimize
folds of the textile and random body movements so that we can isolate the effect of BCG
on the output signal.
The patch is placed on 12 different positions on user’s back and for each position, 5
measurements are performed each with duration of 30 seconds, resulting in total on 150
seconds of data for each position. Then, J-peaks are manually labeled and the average
amplitude across all J-peaks are considered as signal quality factor for each patch, resulting
in a 3 × 4 matrix. The result is then interpolated to achieve higher resolution. A heat map
is generated from resulted amplitudes and plotted in Figure 3.12.
We observe that the front has superior signal strength compared to the back, especially
in the stomach area. This is because the spine and rib cage diminish power of heart ballistics. Our decision for where to place the triboelectric patch was also empirically determined. We used only one triboelectric patch to reduce the complexity of dealing with too
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many patches. While multiple locations may have worked for the tribo patch, we noticed
that the worst posture for the resistive patch was when the user was lying on their back,
particularly when the individual has high body weight. In this case, the triboelectric patch
could compensate for a poor signal from the resistive patch since it can provide an accurate
heart rate signal even when the textile is just lying on the subjects chest. Since we could
not place both the resistive and tribo patches at the same location, we moved the resistive
patch on the chest to its second-best position.

3.5.5

Data Acquisition

The need to collect raw data from all patches and from a ground truth measurement
device (such as ECG or PPG sensor) presented some challenges due to the large number of
channels and cumulatively high data rate requirements. For benchmark studies where the
subject was stationary, we largely used a tethered setup where the sensors were connected
to an eight channel data acquisition unit with 286 𝑆𝑎𝑚 𝑝𝑙𝑒/𝑠𝑒𝑐 rate and 16-bit resolution.
But this was too limiting for longer-term experimentation.
The received data is processed using MATLAB — we use the SPAMS sparse coding
toolbox to extract the sparse dictionary and features, and the Support Vector Machine classifier to classify the peaks using Leave One Subject Out method.

3.6

Dataset collection and Ground Truth Labeling

In this section, we describe two user studies — the first is a benchmarking study to
evaluate different building blocks in Phyjama across different physiological and physical
parameters of interest, and the second is a longer term study with elderly participants in
a more uncontrolled and naturalistic setting. All of these datasets were collected under
Institutional Review Board approval.
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Figure 3.13: Most common sleeping postures According to a study conducted by Chris
Idzikowski [2].

3.6.1

Benchmarking Dataset

For this dataset, we asked 21 participants aging from 22 to 38 years old to wear Phyjama
and we recorded the output voltage in various stationary conditions. We instrumented a
size 𝑋 𝐿 pajama shirt with our sensors. However, we did not restrict our recruitment solely
to participants of this size since sleepwear is often larger than normal wear and does not
always fit exactly to an individual’s size (it is also not uncommon to wear larger sleepwear
sizes). Participants varied in weight, 107-240 lb, and height, 5’1" to 6’4". 9 out of 21
participants were females.
We collected data in a variety of postures for each individual including six sleep postures and two other stationary postures. Sleep postures are typically classified into six
categories as shown in Figure 3.13 [2], so we collected data from users in all of these postures. In addition to sleep postures, we also look at sitting on a chair and standing as two
other postures of interest since they provide a contrast against sleep postures. In particular,
standing represents the most difficult scenario since there is no pressure against an external
surface to rely on.
The duration of each of these measurements is one minute which leads to total of 8
minutes of recording from single user. Each recording consists of five channels, four of
which correspond to pressure sensing patches and one corresponding to the triboelectric
patch.
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Since the system is designed to capture vital signs, we also need ground truth for the
physiological signals. For heart rate, we used a three-channel ECG measurement (2 wrists
and an ankle) using the AD8232 evaluation board, [26], and for respiration, we used a PPG
sensor to track respiration, Pulsesensor [6].

3.6.2

Nap Study Dataset

The nap study is designed to evaluate our methods under more realistic conditions. For
this, we designed another study where participants are asked to take a nap for one hour
while wearing Phyjama. The study was conducted in a sleep study testing center that is
specifically designed for naturalistic sleep studies and mimics a realistic environment.
The dataset for this experiment is collected from seven participants consisting of 3
females and 4 males. Four of the seven participants were between 60 - 70, whereas the
other three were between 30 - 40, which provides us sufficient data to evaluate performance
across different age groups.
One issue we faced was that the wires for ground truth ECG sometimes interfered with
the readings for the Phyjama sensor when the user changed posture in their sleep. This
was not a problem with our benchmark study since users stayed in a single posture and we
could place wires to avoid interference. To address this, we used a finger-worn wireless
PPG sensor that wireless transmitted raw data for ground truth rather than ECG electrodes.
While PPG is slightly less accurate than ECG, particularly for estimating the respiration
signal, this provides a sufficiently good ground truth signal while allowing comfortable
sleep.

3.7

Evaluation

We present the evaluation in three parts. First, we benchmark the resistive patch that we
have designed and show that it is sensitive to the normal range of human weight and sleep
activity. Second, we present an analysis of results for the benchmark dataset. We show that
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the Phyjama provides accurate physiological measures, and breakdown contribution from
the different hardware and software building blocks. Third, we analyze performance “in
the wild” using the nap study dataset.

3.7.1

Resistive Patch Benchmarks

In this section, we present benchmarks of the resistive patch — we highlight this sensor
since this is a novel device that has not been previously described in research literature.
Sensitivity to pressure: We first validate our claim that the resistive patch is sensitive to
typical range of human pressure. In this experiment, we carefully change pressure applied
on a 1.5 × 2.7inch2 patch and recorded the resistance of the fabric. The measurement is
repeated 10 times for each pressure point by re-applying the pressure in various rotation
and placements to account for probable folds, asymmetry in functionalization and pressure
distribution, The response is presented as a box plot in Figure 3.14(a).
As we can see, the fabric resistance varies monotonically as the amount of pressure is
increased. We see that the sensitivity of our pressure sensing patch is inversely related to
the amount of pressure applied on fabric surface. To provide a reference, we show roughly
the pressure applied by a 240 lb and 107 lb individual when they are lying on their back.
We see that our patch is slightly more sensitive to lighter individuals and less sensitive for
users who are above 240 lb. Overall, these numbers show that we have good sensitivity in
the typical regime of human weight.
Pressure baseline during sleep:

We now look at the pressure baseline in a dynamic

setting when a user transitions between sleep postures. Figure 3.14(b) shows the pressure
baseline for the different patches (𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑝𝑢𝑡 in Figure 3.11). Note that the voltage
being measured via the voltage divider circuit in Figure 3.11 is inversely proportional to
the pressure, so lower voltage means higher pressure.
The figure shows that the resistive patch is highly responsive to the range of human
pressure. In the soldier position (lying on the back), the back patch has the lowest voltage
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(a) Fabric resistance versus pressure

(b) Signal baseline across postures

Figure 3.14: Figure benchmarks the resistive patch. On the left, we see that the resistive
patch has good sensitivity in the typical regime of human weight. On the right, we see that
posture and respiration information is clearly visible from the resistive patch (heart rate
extraction requires further processing)

and the front patch has highest voltage. When the subject transitions to the foetus position,
the left patch becomes pressured (since the subject is lying on the left side), whereas the
three patches are not under much pressure. Finally, in the freefaller position (subject on
stomach), the front patch sees the highest pressure as we would expect. The physiological
signals are also visible in the figure — the slower oscillations correspond to the respiration
waveform whereas the more rapid but smaller ripples correspond to the heart beat signal.

3.7.2

Measuring Physiological Parameters

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Phyjama in detecting key physiological
variables of interest — heart rate and respiration rate. We note that while posture is also an
output of the Phyjama, we do not explicitly present results for posture detection since this
is trivial to detect from the analog signal across patches. We find that a simple decision tree
that looks for the difference between front-and-back patches and left-and-right patches can
easily identify posture with 100% accuracy across all subjects. We therefore present results
from the other physiological variables of interest.
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(a) Heartrate error

(b) Breathing rate error

Figure 3.15: Performance of Phyjama in estimating heart rate and breathing rate in different
postures. Left panel shows the error in estimating heart rate and right panel shows breathing
rate. In both cases, we observe higher error in standing position and for height unmatched
users.

The users varied across several dimensions including height, body weight, and gender.
Among these variables, we found that the most significant impact was due to height which
determines where the patch is positioned on the body. Thus, we separated participants into
two groups when analyzing the data: the first group consists of participants for whom our
Phyjama prototype can fit relatively well and the second group are the ones who are mostly
too short to wear Phyjama. For the sake of brevity, these users are called height matched
and height unmatched, respectively. Height matched group includes 11 users whose height
vary from 5’7" to 6’3". The rest are height unmatched – this varies quite a bit to include
both relatively short and relatively thin individuals (in a couple of instances, the Phyjama
shirt reaches just above the knee). Figure 3.15 shows the results.
Heart rate estimation:

Let us first look at heart rhythm metrics. For height-matched

users, error in HR estimation is generally less than 1 bpm. The only posture that has high
error is standing which is to be expected since we do not have any externally pressured
surface so we are relying on weaker signals from the pressure of the arm against torso and
the tribo patch resting on stomach. But the error is not too high even in the standing case
— median HR error is about 2.5bpm. For height un-matched users, the upper quartile and
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worst-case error is more but the median error is only a little more than then height-matched
case (roughly 2bpm HR error).
Respiration rate estimation: The respiration metrics are also very good — median error
is generally below 1 resp/minute. In this case, we see that the error is higher for the starfish
and soldier positions. This is because the resistive sensor on the back sees a weaker respiration signal due to the spine, and because the tribo sensor on the stomach does not help
since it cannot measure slow baseline changes. The signal in this case is primarily due to
the resistive sensor on the chest and sensor fusion is less useful in these positions leading
to higher error.

3.7.3

Breaking Down Contributions

Having discussed the application-level metrics, we now provide a breakdown of how
data fusion across different patches benefits overall system performance. Since our system
has different hardware components, software building blocks, and application metrics, we
provide a few different perspectives on the breakdown to illustrate the advantages of various
building blocks. In these results, we do not distinguish between height-matched and heightunmatched users and aggregate results for all users.
Benefits of data fusion on J-peak classification:

Here we show the benefits of data

fusion in distinguishing J-peaks among all candidate peaks. We provide F1-score as a
measure of performance of the classifier. Classification is performed using Leave-OneSubject-out (LOSO).
Figure 3.16 shows the F1-scores prior to fusion and after fusion. The results on the left
show the median F1-score for each posture-patch combination — we see that the results
vary quite a bit. For example, the back patch can have poor performance when there is too
much pressure on it (log and starfish) or when there is no pressure (fetus), but can offer
very good performance in some other positions (freefaller and standing). Similarly, each
patch performs better in some scenarios and worse in others. Also, its important to note
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(a) Median F1 score before fusion

(b) F1 score after fusion

Figure 3.16: F1 scores for classifying J-peaks (aggregated over all participants). On the
left, we show the median F1 score from the classification phase prior to fusion. We see that
the scores are relatively poor for individual sensors. On the right, we show the F1-score
after fusion which is considerably higher; the median F1-score is often close to 1.

that no single patch gets an F measure above 90, in fact, in most cases, it hovers between
75-80.
The result on the right shows that F1-score increases dramatically after fusion with
median score above 95% in almost all cases. The highest error is for the standing posture
for reasons explained earlier. The upper quartiles have somewhat higher error — this is
primarily because of the height-unmatched users whose error is higher than the heightmatched set.
Benefits of data fusion for HR estimation: We now look at the breakdown from the perspective of an application-level metric, heart rate estimation. We consider three versions of
our pipeline. The first version corresponds to the best-case performance when a single sensor is used. We select the best sensor for each user and posture for these numbers; clearly,
this is not viable in practice but this gives us an upper bound on single-sensor performance.
The second version fuses the posterior probabilities across the sensors without weighting
them by the quality index. The third version is the full pipeline with SQI-based weighting.
The result is shown in Figure 3.17(a). It is clear that sensor fusion greatly reduces the
system error (about 4× reduction). The use of a weighted measure using the signal quality
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(a) Breakdown
blocks

by

processing (b) Breakdown by sensor patches

(c) Breakdown by sensor type

Figure 3.17: Breakdown of contribution of different blocks in the signal processing pipeline
and sensor hardware. On the left, we show the contribution of different signal processing
blocks — we see that sensor fusion plays a huge role in improving Phyjama’s performance.
In the middle, we show the corresponding performance if only one sensor were used as
opposed to fusing information from all sensors together — we see that a distributed set of
patches helps improve results. On the right, we see the F1-scores with and without the tribo
sensor — we see that information from the tribo sensor helps improve median and reduces
outliers.

index improves results further (about 50%). While not shown, breaking the results down
by height-matched versus height-unmatched shows that the numbers are much higher for
the height-matched users (6× reduction due to sensor fusion and 2× reduction from using
signal quality. Thus, the potential gains can be higher once the textile is matched to the
user size.
Sensor contribution: Another interesting question is how much each sensor contributes
the overall results and whether there is one sensor that is superior to others in terms of determining physiological measures of interest. To answer this question, we plot the accuracy
of Phyjama if only one sensor patch were used and contrast this against the case where the
sensor information are fused together. The result is shown in Figure 3.17(b).
We see that each sensor has high error in its own estimate of HR, however, after sensor
fusion, the estimation error drops by 4–5×. This result also highlights the benefits of sensor
fusion and shows that any one sensor would not do as well as fusing the readings.
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Tribo contribution:

Our final set of benchmarks looks at the contribution of the tribo-

electric patch to overall classification performance. Figure 3.17(c) shows that the envelope
features from the tribo patch is informative and improves overall performance. While average improvement is between 2.5 – 5%, the tribo sensor is particularly helpful with the
upper quartile of error cases and outliers which reduce dramatically in many cases.
Overall, these results clearly show the benefits of having a distributed array of sensors
on the textile. Unlike traditional wearables like smartwatches that can only measure at
a single point on the body, we have five distributed sensors whose information is fused,
therefore, the Phyjama can capture a strong signal even if one or two sensors are erroneous
due to their positioning.

3.7.4

Case Study: Nap Monitoring

In this study, we explore the effectiveness of models that we developed from the benchmarking study for a more realistic longer-term case study involving monitoring hour-long
naps. We compare heart rate, breathing rate and posture estimated by our hardware and
algorithms against ground truth.
We made several efforts to keep the study and evaluation as realistic as possible. We
gave the users no explicit instructions regarding how to take a nap. They often moved
around a bit before lying down to nap. Some of them also used a blanket whereas others
did not. We also did not use any method to personalize the signal processing pipeline to the
users. So, the entire pipeline was trained from the benchmark dataset and directly applied
to the new user with no performance tuning or transfer learning.
Posture detection results:

In this study, subjects typically changed their posture two

to three times during their nap. Given the uncontrolled nature of the study, users often
rested in postures that were combinations of multiple base postures. In this experiment, we
considered an estimation correct if it was among one of user’s contributing postures — for
instance, if a user is sleeping on their right with one leg and one arm in fetal position and
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the other leg and arm in log position, both fetal and log are counted as acceptable postures.
We found that the posture classification block detects all postures correctly i.e. it has 100%
accuracy.
HR and BR detection: The results for heart rate and respiration rate are shown for each
subject are shown in Figure 3.18. We see that the results are generally quite good, with
median error less than 1 cycle for breathing rate and 2.5bpm for heart rate. We note that
for subject #3, the resistive sensor on the right failed. Despite this issue, both heart rate and
respiration estimates are very good, demonstrating the benefits of sensor fusion.
One aspect that we believe can be improved is the upper quartile errors. The reason
for these errors are many — users often moved around before they fell asleep and some
had leg movements during their nap whereas our model is trained from the benchmark
dataset which only included stationary data. Also, as with our benchmark study, there is
sometimes a size mismatch for the Phyjama shirt that we used since we did not restrict
height and weight for users we recruited. Despite these differences, the sensor is quite
robust and can get a good signal a significant fraction of the time. We expect these results
can be substantially improved with more labeled data, as well as personalization strategies
to tailor the signal processing pipeline to each user. But the results are very promising and
suggest that there is significant clinical utility for the Phyjama.

3.7.5

User Comfort

Finally, we look at subjective measures of comfort that were obtained from the users.
A major advantage of the Phyjama is the comfortable and unobtrusive nature of its design. The sensors are integrated into everyday nightwear with discrete elements placed in
expected locations like a button; in addition, users do not need to remember to wear an additional device that would be unusual during sleep like a fitness band. To evaluate comfort,
we asked four questions from the participants:
1. How comfortable is Phyjama? (rate from 1 to 5, 5 being very comfortable).
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(a) Heart rate error

(b) Respiration rate error

Figure 3.18: Results for longitudinal measurements for heart rate and respiration rate across
all users. On the left, we see the error for HR estimates across the seven users — accuracy
is quite good with median error of 2.5 𝑏 𝑝𝑚. On the right, we see the respiration rate
estimates which is also very good and has median error of 2.5 𝑏 𝑝𝑚. Despite one of the
sensors failing for subject #3, estimates are good because there is sufficient signal across
other sensors.

2. Do you prefer to track your vital signs during sleep? (This was asked as a general
question regarding inclination towards logging vital signs.)
3. If you were to track your vital signs, would you prefer Phyjama or Fitbit [4]? (Regardless of their interest in vital signs tracking, we asked if they would prefer Phyjama over Fitbit for this purpose.)
4. Does Phyjama interrupt your respiration or impact its pattern? (As a sleep wear, it is
very important that the outcome is completely unobtrusive.)
Results are summarized in Table 3.1. The results show clearly that users found the
Phyjama comfortable, unobtrusive and often preferable to wristworn wearables.
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Table 3.1: Summary of subjective assessment report during one hour experiment
Question

Benchmarking Nap study
study

How comfortable is Phyjama?

Avg = 4.95

Avg = 5

Are you interested in tracking vital signs
during sleep?

YES=17
NO=4

YES=6
NO=1

Would you prefer Phyjama or Fitbit?

Phyjama=16
Fitbit=5

Phyjama=5
Fitbit=2

Does Phyjama interrupt your breathing?

NO=21
YES=0

NO=7
YES=0
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CHAPTER 4
SMART TOYS

So far, our focus was measuring the human body via fabric-based sensors i.e. measuring
joint dynamics, sweating, physiological signals, and sleeping posture. Here, I propose the
possibility of using textile sensors to detect fine-grained human interactions with fabric
covered objects. While there are many ways in which textiles can facilitate interaction, my
focus is on smart toys since it provides a rich avenue for exploring technical challenges and
opportunities in addition to being a potentially important tool in building infants’ motor
and cognitive abilities.

4.1

Introduction

Stuffed toys are often a child’s first friend and play an important role in a child’s cognitive, physical and emotional development. They are familiar and reassuring and play an
important role in easing a child’s anxiety and helps build self-soothing capabilities. Stuffed
toys are also very important for building social skills through pretend play and role playing.
For example, when a child grooms or feeds a stuffed toy, they mimic everyday interactions
which then transition into a social world. Though the process of caring for a stuffed toy,
they also build empathy and kindness. Such interactions also play an important role in
language skills since children act out stories and scenarios with their toy.
While highly instrumented stuffed toys can be useful for parents and experts to observe
and understand how children are developing in their natural environment, a challenge is
how to incorporate sensing elements in smart toys without changing their feel and texture.
Despite significant development in high-tech toys that incorporate a variety of sensors and
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actuators, they lose the soft feel and touch due to the need for rigid sensor elements to be
placed near the surface of the toy. As a result, they are not as attractive to children who are
drawn to the softer and more squishy plush toys. To compromise, smart toy manufactures
minimize the number of sensors they place on the surface of the toy to a small number,
typically only one or two. This in turn diminishes the ability to measure fine-grained interaction with different regions of the toy.
Recent work on fabric-based sensors [44, 46, 52, 64, 119, 126, 127] present a promising
alternative to overcome traditional limitations in designing instrumenting soft toys. These
sensing techniques use familiar garments made of cotton and silk thread, and imperceptibly
adapt them to enable sensing of pressure and touch signals to yield natural fabric-based
sensors. In addition, fabric-based sensors have improved in their sensitivity which now
make it possible to instrument soft toys with such sensors beneath the surface of the felt on
the toy, thereby making them even less obtrusive.
These advances present a new possibility to create highly instrumented toys that integrate a large number of sensors to measure fine-grained and spatio-temporally complex
interactions. In contrast to interaction with most rigid toys, interaction with soft toys is
much more complex often involving both hands and body contact. These interactions can
range from holding, patting, or tickling the toy while simultaneously squeezing or holding
it. The high-dimensional nature of the interaction possibilities and methods requires equivalently high degree of instrumentation of the toy in-order to accurately determine the type
of interaction.
In this chapter, we describe an end-to-end hardware and software design of such a
highly instrumented soft toy, FabToy (Fabric-enhanced Toy), that is equipped with two
dozen fabric-based sensors to enable fine-grained sensing. FabToy leverages the flexible
nature of fabric sensors which are carefully fabricated for maximum sensitivity, signal to
noise ratio, and physical robustness. We place two dozen sensors to cover the majority of
the interaction surface of the toy. FabToy incorporates ultra-low power and small-factor
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hardware that is placed deep within the toy to amplify, filter, and acquire signals from 48
sensor channels and transmit the data via Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). Ultimately, we
utilize various algorithms to reduce the duty-cycling ratio of the MCU and reduce the size
and complexity of the machine learning to make it feasible to deploy such system on a low
power micro-controller. We consider two application use cases. First, we consider local
processing, where we deploy local early exit algorithm to reduce CPU power consumption. Second, for remote processing applications, we develop dynamic channel dimension
reduction to reduce power consumption due to communication.
From a sensor design perspective, Fabtoy is designed to comprehensively capture a
range of complex interactions that are expected with smart toys by equipping it with a dense
array of two dozen fabric-based sensors to enable fine-grained sensing while covering the
majority of the interaction surface of the toy. The sensor array is embedded under the felt
surface of the toy such that it is fully invisible and imperceptible to the user. To ensure
high sensitivity despite the fact that the sensors are placed beneath the felt surface, the
sensors are optimized by reducing impedance using an ionized solution to ensure that it can
capture key interactions. In addition, sensor conditioning circuits are designed to have high
dynamic range by exposing both amplified and unamplified channels thereby providing
high signal to noise ratio while capturing both gentle and rough interactions with the toy.
From a hardware design and data acquisition perspective, we design an ultra-low power
and small-factor hardware that is placed deep within the toy to amplify, filter, and acquire
signals from 48 sensor channels (two channels per sensor). We optimize the amplification
and data acquisition circuits using low-power analog multiplexers and optimized sampling
to acquire data from 48 analog channels simultaneously with very low power consumption
while rejecting common noise sources like powerline interference.
In terms of data analytics, we consider both local and remote processing — local processing would be suitable when the smart toy is intended to execute autonomously without
requiring connection to an external device or the Internet, and remote processing allows
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it to stream data to a phone or computer to enable a broader range of web-based interactive storytelling applications. By efficiently supporting both modes, we provide maximal
flexibility in terms of use-cases of the smart toy.
To optimize local processing, we utilize machine learning to fuse the sensor data from
the large number of sensor channels to classify simple and spatio-temporally complex interactions with the smart toy, as well as localize these interactions. We optimize this model
to deal with several issues such as cross-talk between sensor elements as well as other
confounders, while also ensuring that it is lightweight enough to fit within the resource
constraints of a low-power microcontroller. To achieve this, we design a resource-aware
Convolutional Neural Network model with early exit at intermediate layers such that overall computational overhead can be minimized.
To optimize the remote processing pipeline, we compress the multi-channel data by
leveraging correlations between the different streams and transmit this over a BLE radio.
The aggregation technique is an auto-encoder that aggregates streams that have similar data
to reduce transmission overhead. The remote model can be more resource-intensive than
the local model since the remote device has more resources.
Our end-to-end implementation and evaluation shows that
• FabToy can classify single interactions with accuracy of 86% and complex interactions with accuracy of 83%, and this is better than several alternative resourceconstrained ML models. We show that this accuracy can further increase to 92-94%
for medium-grained and coarser-grained classification.
• In case of local processing, the use of early exit reduces processing power consumption by 45% while losing only 4% accuracy, enabling embedded signal processing
on a low-power microcontroller for real-time classification and interaction.
• In case of remote processing, we show that dynamic channel dimension reduction
using an auto-encoder reduces transmission power consumption over a BLE radio by
43%, while sacrificing only 2% accuracy.
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• We implement the full FabToy system from sensor to processor to radio. Our hardware power and latency benchmarks on the nRF52840 low-power microcontroller
with BLE radio show that our implementation is lightweight and can be executed
with low delay and low power consumption and is practical for real-world deployment.

4.2

FabToy Hardware Design

The hardware architecture of FabToy designed to achieve three main goals. First, the
final prototype needs to look and feel identical to a typical plush toy. Second, we wish
to achieve complete coverage across the toy to be able to capture a wealth of complex
interactions across different locations of the toy. Third, we wish to ensure that we obtain
high signal quality across a range of pressures applied during interaction, from very gentle
pressure during tickling to moderate pressure during rubbing to orders of magnitude higher
pressure while squeezing the toy.
We now describe the fabric-based sensors that we use and the design of the sensor array
in FabToy.

4.2.1

Fabric-based Sensors on the FabToy

FabToy is designed to look and feel identical to a typical plush toy to ensure that children do not alter their behavior towards using the toy. To achieve this, we need sensors to
be placed beneath the felt surface of the smart toys and need to be imperceptible in terms
of look and feel of the toy. This means that the sensors need to be extra-sensitive to capture to a range of interactions from gentle tickling to squeezing despite being under the felt
surface.
Towards this end, we designed FabToy by leveraging recent developments in textilebased sensors and hid them underneath the felt so that they are imperceptible to use while
still being sensitive to the pressure range of interest. The fabric pressure sensors are imple-
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Figure 4.1: Fabric-based pressure sensor used in FabToy. The sensor responds to changes
in pressure by hanging its resistance. This change in resistance is exploited using a voltage
divider.

mented using a design presented in [53, 64]. The sensors’ structure, electrical equivalent,
and measurement method is shown in Fig. 4.1. The sensors detect pressure applied on two
electrodes by changing the resistance of the layer within.
Since typical fabrics present very high resistance, We lowered the resistance of the middle layer by coating the fabric with an ion-conductive polymer that provides ion-conductivity
to its fibers. As a result, the resistance of the fabric can be lowered by multiple orders
of magnitude and increases the sensitivity by introducing more conductive paths between
electrodes.
The choice of fabric material enables the sensors to conform to the shape of the toy
to maximize the sensing efficiency in the region of interest. This is as opposed to rigid
electronics force sensors where they either perform point sensing or as in flexible force
sensors, are not capable of bending in multiple directions, thus changing the feeling of the
toy. On the other hand, flexible and push-button sensors are more susceptible to mechanical
aging and wearing out. Additionally, fabric sensors provide the flexibility in designing
the sensors with desired dimensions for various surfaces with size limitations; this is an
advantage we utilized in designing FabToy.
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Figure 4.2: high level hardware design in FabToy.

4.2.2

Array of Fabric-based Sensors

A key goal of FabToy is to enable fine-grained sensing of interaction across the entire
toy. We envisage that the ability to detect fine-grained interactions in a continuous manner
can enable a variety of interactive digital story-telling and engaging applications with soft
toys that are not possible today.
To achieve high spatial fidelity, the toy needs to be covered with a large number of
sensors so that we can detect which part of the toy is being interacted with and the specific
type of interaction. High spatial fidelity is particularly necessary given that interactions
with soft toys tend to involve both hands and sometimes also the torso (e.g. while hugging
the toy). A single large sensor that covered most of the toy would only capture the overall
pressure on the toy, so we would lose both information about the location of interaction
(e.g. stomach vs leg) and information about more nuanced interactions such as tickling a
toy with one hand while holding the toy with the other.
To achieve high spatial fidelity, FabToy has 24 sensors placed at strategic locations such
as hands, arms, feet, ears, stomach, nose, and some other locations that might typically
undergo various interactions from children. Figure 4.2 shows a high-level view of the
multi-sensor array used in FabToy.
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Amplified and unamplified sensor streams:

while designing FabToy, we need to deal

with the wide variation in pressures across which we need to obtain a good signal. Soft
toys can be handled in a variety of ways from very gentle pressure to tight squeeze and this
results in a few orders of magnitude change in the signal strength.
While increasing the sensitivity of the fabric-based sensor achieves some of this goal, it
is not sufficient by itself. Therefore, we also split each textile sensor into two sensor streams
— an unamplified stream to deal with medium to tight handling and an amplified stream
for very gentle handling. The amplified data stream uses a band-pass filter to increase the
signal to noise ratio (SNR) and helps us acquire very weak signals such as during tickling,
whereas the unamplified streams helps us acquire large signals such as squeezing hard or
strong swiping actions.
Analog multiplexing the sensor channels:

The large number of channels (48 in total

across amplified and unamplified streams) introduces a number of downstream challenges
in sampling and processing the signal. At the hardware level, we need to deal with the fact
that typical microcontrollers used on low-power devices have only a few Analog to Digital
Converters (ADCs). However, we can take advantage of the fact that we do not need very
high sampling rates for the individual sensors.
The data acquisition pipeline is shown in Figure 4.2. We start with a voltage divider
that senses the resistance of the pressure sensors. The output voltage represents the pressure
applied on the fabric surface. Then, we use analog multiplexers in our design to uniformly
sample all the channels using control signals issued by the microcontroller.
While low sampling rates can suffice to capture the interactions of interest, we are
limited by the need to filter powerline noise. While power line noise is typically not large
for rigid electronics force sensors that have a very small surface area, the large surface
area and relative large sensor impedance of textile sensors in FabToy make them very good
receptors for electromagnetic noise. We use a sufficiently high sampling rate (160 Hz per
channel) to be able to filter out powerline noise. We then apply a simple moving average
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filter inside the microcontroller with a cut-off frequency of ≈ 12 𝐻𝑧 to remove powerline
interference. Since the frequency of even the faster interactions like tickling is well below
12Hz, this allows us to retain the signal of interest while removing noise.
Hardware power consumption: To keep the electronics’s power consumption as low as
possible, we carefully chose ultra-low power Op-Amps, regulators, and analog multiplexers
that, in combination, consume two orders of magnitude lower power than a low-power
microcontroller.

4.2.3

Computational Challenges

The choices made in our FabToy hardware such as the use of a large array of fabricbased sensors impacts the design of the downstream modules in several ways.
Large number of channels The overarching problem is that the large number of sensor
channels increases computation and communication overhead. Even though each channel
is sampled at a low rate, the fact that we have 48 channels makes the cumulative sampling
rate quite high, which increases overhead for downstream both analytics on the low-power
microcontroller and communication via a low-power radio.
Cross-talk between sensors In contrast to electronic rigid force sensors, the fabric pressure sensor we use are double-sided, i.e. they sense pressure applied from both sides of the
sensor. As a result, they are also affected by internal movements of the toy stuffings, which
might be caused by interactions with other sensors. Cross-talk also occurs when interaction
with one sensor leads to pressure being applied on other sensors. For instance, the close
proximity of nose and mouth sensors will lead to interactions with the toy’s nose to cause
changes in the mouth sensor as well.
Cross-talk also occurs during complex interactions that involve holding the toy with one
hand while interacting with the other hand. Since the sensors are interconnected through
the toy, there are cross-talk between the two sensors involved in the interaction i.e. anchor
sensor that is being held and the interaction sensor. As a result, while the child is perform-
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Figure 4.3: b) The data streams from stomach and chest sensors during four repetitive
swiping interaction on each of these sensors. As can be seen in the figure, the stomach
sensors captures pressure changes during swiping the chest.

ing an interaction, a reverse force is applied to the anchor sensor as well. For instance,
holding the hand while swiping the forehead can lead to the swiping signal being visible at
the hand sensor as well.
An example of cross-talk is presented in Fig. 4.3. We see that the chest and stomach
sensors clearly pick up their corresponding interaction signals, however, the stomach sensor
is also affected by swiping the chest.
Effect of Humidity A second challenge is that fabric-based pressure sensors are affected
by humidity as well as pressure i.e. these sensors will have reduced resistance in a humid
environment, similar to being under pressure. As a result, the output baseline will depend
on base pressure as well as humidity.
Effect of Hysteresis A third issue with the sensor signal is hysteresis. The output signal suffers from inertial momentum for three main reasons. First, The physical nature of
toy stuffing, which shows poor speed when returning to steady state after being pressed.
Second, the response of the fabric-based pressure sensors don’t exactly follow the applied
force upon force removal and takes some time to re-stabilize. Third, the low-pass filtering
in the electronics circuitry adds slight delay to the output signals in response to applied
pressures.
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• The first is the physical nature of stuffing inside the toy. Upon releasing pressure,
the stuffing inside the toy does not reverse to its original state quickly enough, which
causes the pressure profile to slowly reach to its previous state. As a result, the
pressure profile does not follow the actual pressure on the toy’s surface. Depending
on the location of the sensor, the stuffing pressure might take seconds or even minutes
to get back to its original state. An example of this effect can be seen in Figure 4.4a.
Although, the response to the applied pressure does not fully diminish, the amplitude
drop due to its actuation is reduced, which can make threshold-based approaches in
detecting the interactions obsolete.
• The second is the fabric-based pressure sensor’s response time. Fabric pressure sensors innately suffer from slow response to pressure [53]. This response is asymmetric i.e. the return to normal state is slower than reaching the pressured state. This is
shown in Fig. 4.4b.
• The third reason is due to low-pass filtering in analog domain. The electronic board is
designed to filter out components above 10 Hz. As a result, even though the physical
pressure retraction is faster than 10 Hz, the analog filtering will turn it into a longer
process taking more than 100 ms.

4.3

Data Analytic Pipeline

In this section, we present building blocks constructing the data analytic pipeline in
FabToy. The aim of data analytic pipeline is to overcome the data volume and cross-talk
challenges presented in Section 4.2.3 to achieve high accuracy while optimizing power
consumption.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: a) The physical nature of the toy causes pressure response to be too slow to
return to normal state. This will cause eventual drop in signal amplitude, especially in
over-used sensors. In this figure, the left hand of the toy is grabbed and released for 10
seconds each. This process is repeated for 700 seconds. b) The response of the system
to a holding session as a pressure input. If another holding happens before the relaxation
interval is over, the second hold session will cause a lower voltage baseline than the first.

4.3.1

Signal processing pipeline overview

The overall computational pipeline with the local and remote processing branches is
shown in Figure 4.5. The initial stage is a triggering stage wherein the sampled data from
48 analog channels are fed into a trigger block to ignore idle states when no interaction is
happening with the toy.
Once interaction is detected, we have two possible downstream pipelines depending
on whether the data is locally or remotely processed. Since local and remote processing
are two dominant methods for designing embedded data analytic systems, exploring both
avenues also allows us to optimize the processing pipeline to both thereby enabling a range
of use cases.
Local processing pipeline: The first is to process locally on a low-power microcontroller
to faciliate the design of a fully self-contained smart toy that does not need to interact with
an external device in-order to operate. (While feedback is not the focus of this work, we
envisage that tactile or auditory feedback can be incorporated into FabToy to enable such a
smart toy).
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Figure 4.5: Structure of our implemented machine learning model in FabToy.

Since we use TensorFlowLite [112] to build our model for microcontroller-class platforms, we focus on convolutional neural network models that are supported by this framework. For example, bidirectional LSTM layers are not supported by TensorFlowLite, so
we do not use models that leverage temporal dependencies.
To reduce computational overhead of our model, the main key idea in this pipeline is
to introduce early exit blocks between layers of our neural network to reduce computation
time and power.
Remote processing pipeline: The second is remote processing, where raw data is transmitted to a smartphone-class device to offload computation and enable interaction that involves an external device. This can enable a range of digital applications where the smart
toy may be part of a larger story-telling or educational platform.
Here, the key idea is to insert a dynamic channel aggregation block reduces the size of
the data to be transmitted to reduce radio power consumption.
We explain these building blocks in more detail.
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4.3.2

Wake-up trigger

Since interactions tend to be sporadic and infrequent, the first stage of our signal processing pipeline is a wakeup trigger to detect when the Fabtoy is in idle state where there
is no interaction versus active state when there is interaction.
The triggering module is based on the intuition that any activities happening on the
toy will cause signal distortions, especially, on the amplified signals. As a result, standard
deviation of the amplified channels is a simple indicator of activity.
To adapt this block to dynamic changes such as changes in ambient powerline noise,
and the fabric resistance due to temperature and humidity (which affects the standard deviation of analog channels), we use a dynamic threshold based on summation of the standard
deviations of all amplified channels, as shown in Equation 4.1.

𝑆𝑡ℎ = 𝛼 × min (
𝑡>0

Õ

𝑠𝑡𝑑 (𝑣 𝑐ℎ ))

(4.1)

∀𝑐ℎ∈𝐶ℎ 𝑎𝑚 𝑝

Here 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑚 𝑝 is the set of 24 amplified channels and 𝛼 represents the tuning coefficient.
For each time window, the sum of standard deviation of voltage traces in amplified channels
is compared with this threshold to decide whether to trigger a wakeup.

4.3.3

Local Processing

The local processing model in FabToy consists of 5 layers of neural networks with batch
norms and ReLu layers. To optimize computation power consumption, we introduce early
exits in between neural network layers.
Convolutional layers:

In our design, we apply and stack convolutional layers [67] to

help learn the cross-talk between sensors. A single convolutional layer can only capture
the patterns within a limited range which we call the Receptive Field. For example, a convolutional kernel of size three maps sensor data from three adjacent sensors into one data
point of the feature map. However, cross-talk can extend to farther away sensors, particu-
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larly for complex interactions where it is difficult to precisely determine which sensors are
being impacted by the pressure at the anchor and interaction locations.
Since the physically adjacent sensors cannot always be adjacent in the input matrix to
the neural network, we stack convolutional layers in a multi-scale manner in our design
so that the early layers with smaller receptive field can capture near-field patterns of the
sensors can that are adjacent in the data plane; the latter layers with larger receptive field
could perceive the potential cross-talk relationship between the sensors that are far away in
the data plane.
Batch norm: In order to overcome the humidity-related artifacts, we embed Batch Norm [56]
layers in the feature extractor stage to standardize the internal features after each convolutional layers. The Batch Norm layer not only contributes to the steadying of our training
process by whitening the features and mitigates the biased distribution but also help rectify
the biased input due to the humidity during the model inference time.
Local early exit:

To reduce the computation time and energy cost, our computational

pipeline endows the network with early exits, thereby allowing us to obtain predictions
at intermediate stages in the pipeline. Early exit is a well-known strategy to optimize the
computational efficiency of a neural network [68, 105]. The intuition is that the majority
of data cases can be classified with only a few layers, and only a few more complex data
cases require the entire deep learning pipeline.
Table 4.1 shows the structure of our model — the Feature Extractor consists of
five blocks of 1-dimensional convolutional layers Conv1-5 following by Batch Norm
(BN) layer as well as a Rectified Linear Unit [78] (ReLU6), and a fully connected layer
(Dense1).
We make the prediction based on 48× raw sensor data at the granularity of a second.
The classification result will only be generated once within the given time window, which
indicates the categories of the interaction and position for the given time period. In our
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Table 4.1: Structure of Feature Extractor
Layers

Specifications

Input

Output

Conv1(+BN+ReLU6)

kernel: 3, stride=1

(1, 48)

(12, 48)

Conv2(+BN+ReLU6)

kernel: 3, stride=1

(12, 48)

(24, 48)

Conv3(+BN+ReLU6)

kernel: 3, stride=1

(24, 48)

(48, 48)

Conv4(+BN+ReLU6)

kernel: 3, stride=1

(48, 48)

(24, 48)

Conv5(+BN+ReLU6)

kernel: 3, stride=2

(24, 48)

(24, 24)

Dense

output: (37,) or (103, )

(576,)

(37,) or (103,)

experiments, we use a time window of 3 seconds with 2 seconds of overlap between windows.

4.3.4

Remote Classification Model

The remote model is similar to the local model except for two differences. First, we
introduce a data reduction module to minimize communication overhead. Second, we remove the early exit modules since we do not have as stringent resource limitations at the
remote device.
Dynamic channel aggregation:

To reduce communication cost, we reduce the input

dimension by down-sampling the time series data for all channels. We aggregate channels
by using an auto-encoder that aggregates the streams to reduce the number of data streams
to the desired value. The auto-encoder structure consists of a pair of encoder and decoder.
In our setting, the encoder will be on the IoT devices to efficiently aggregate and encode the
original streams into smaller size. While the the auto-encoder can work in an unsupervised
manner, we jointly train the encoder and decoder together with our prediction pipeline for
better performance. We manually assign the number of the streams that the auto-encoder
should learn to aggregate during each training.
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The number of output streams directly affects the size of required data to be transmitted
through the radio, and as a result, directly reduces communication power consumption.
The trade-off between reducing data streams and the drop in system’s accuracy is studied
in Section 4.5.3.
Remote computational model:

The remote classification model that we use is similar

to the local one (it has the same convolutional and batch norm layers), however, it does
not have the early exit modules since compute resources are not as limited in the remote
device.
We note that one of the major advantages of remote processing is the ability to leverage
more complex models. For example, the local model does not maintain state over time but
the remote model can take advantage of temporal context to place the current interaction
within a larger interaction session. Our datasets focus currently on individual interactions
(both simple and complex ones), hence we do not leverage such models, but these present
a rich area for further exploration from the data obtained with FabToy.

4.4

Implementation

In this section, we describe the implementation of our FabToy prototype.
We used a plush teddy bear to implement FabToy, shown in Fig. 4.6a. The figure also
highlights the placement of 24 fabric sensors on the toy. We note that the fabric sensors
are placed underneath the felt, therefore there is no change to the feel and texture of the
exterior of the toy.
Fabric sensor design and placement:

The textile pressure patches are made from 3

layers. The two outer layers are silverized nylon fabric acting as electrodes that cover the
middle layer, which is the functionalized cotton gauze. The size of these patches varies
from 2 × 2 𝑐𝑚 2 to 3 × 3 𝑐𝑚 2 depending on their placement. The cotton gauze is sonicated
in deionized water for 15 minutes, rinsed with isopropanol, then heated at 100◦𝐶 for 2
hours. The treated cotton gauze patches are rinsed once more in isopropanol and dried
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.6: a) The locations where sensors are placed on the toy. b) The fabric sensor
placed underneath the toy felt. c) Image of the implemented PCB, d) approximate supply
current (current for MCU is measured while ADCs and filtering were running).

overnight. Finally, this layer is coated with perfluorosilane using vapor deposition to add
wash-stability to the sensor.
To measure the resistance of the sensors, they are connected to a voltage divider circuit
where one of the electrodes is grounded (as shown in Figure 4.1). For shielding purposes,
we place the grounded electrode outward and closer to human skin during interaction. This
is due to the fact that human body carries electrical charge, which can be coupled into the
sensors and confound the interaction signal. By grounding the outer plane, we make sure
this extra charge is routed to ground and that it will not show up in the output signal.
Electronics board: The sensors are internally routed to a PCB (Fig. 4.6c). The board uses
off the shelf components listed in Fig. 4.6d. It receives signals from 24 sensors, filters them,
and then creates two sub-channels, one amplified and one amplified. Then the resulting 48
channels are multiplexed into 8 ADC channels of the MCU using 4 analog multiplexer ICs.
Each multiplexer outputs two out of its 12 inputs according to the address bits provided by
the microcontroller. Finally, the microcontroller digitizes and transmit the data to a laptop
using Bluetooth Low Energy (Fig. 4.2).
The microcontroller runs an application that provides address control signals for the
multiplexers, reads the analog channels from 8 analog input pins, creates packets from the
samples and an index for packet loss detection. A moving average filter over seven samples
and duty cycling is used to reduce power consumption.
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Implementation of classification model: For the classification task, there are in total 36
single interactions that consist of 4 interactions at 24 positions and 66 complex interactions
that consist of two concurrent interactions. For the given time window, we use the tuple
(interactionposition) that is most frequently shown as the ground truth for the single interaction; and similarly for complex interactions, we use the most frequently seen two single
interactions as the ground truth.
We use leave one out as cross validation for the model training. Due to the fact that
many of the ground truth labels are "no interaction" in the collected data and the labels are
unbalanced, we use a data sampling technique to balance the labels in the dataset for the
model training. We use cross entropy loss to train the FabToy model and the loss function
is:
𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 = −

𝑁
1 Õ
(
yi · log( ŷi )) + ||𝑊 || 2
𝑁 𝑖=1

(4.2)

where yi and ŷi are the ground truth label and prediction label, ||𝑊 || 2 is the 𝑙2−regularization
of the model parameters and 𝑁 is the size of the dataset.
We implemented the local and remote execution pipelines of FabToy on the nRF52840
platform [111]. nRF52840 is a low-power ARM-based embedded device with Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) protocol support, which allows us to implement both the local and
remote processing pipelines. The local model requires 18.5KB of RAM and 153.7 KB of
flash memory, corresponding to 7% and 15.3% of available space in the MCU, respectively.

4.5

Evaluation

In order to validate the performance of FabToy, we performed a series of experiments
that highlights the benefits of our hardware platform and machine learning pipeline. This
section breaks down the extensive evaluations in various design layers performed to assess
the contribution of various building blocks in FabToy.
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4.5.1

User Study

We asked 18 participants to perform several interactions with a toy as part of an IRBapproved study. The interactions include holding, patting, tickling, and swiping the toy.
We chose this combination as an example of meaningful interactions that can be performed
with a toy (e.g. holding a hand while patting the head). This separation of single and
complex interactions gives us the opportunity to monitor the impact of complex interactions and compare the performance of FabToy with other models. We chose 37 single
interactions from the pool of possible interaction/locations pairs to prove the possibility
of detecting the interaction and its location. In addition, we chose 60 complex interactions
that include holding one of the toy’s hands and performing the other interactions with users’
free hand. Including idle state, we have 98 different combinations of single and complex
interaction/location as labels.
The users varied in age (25 - 35) and gender (6 females). They were free to choose
their own method of performing each specific interaction which includes the speed and the
intensity of the action. We used adults rather than children since it is difficult to collect
good quality longitudinal datasets with small children, particularly when it involves several
hours of data collection involving dozens of repetitions of each interaction. In addition, it
has been significantly more challenging to involve small children in studies due to IRB restrictions. We feel that our current dataset is sufficient to demonstrate feasibility of FabToy
and our algorithms, and these can be further tuned in future work for more real-world use
with children.
The feel and look of the toy conveys no clue regarding the whereabouts of sensors
underneath the felt and the users were not informed about it either. This rule was obeyed
so as not to alter users’ behaviours. We placed a video camera zoomed in on the toy to be
used as ground truth for labeling the data. We chose this method of labeling the data, since
we wanted to add no extra markers or sensors that might interrupt the natural behavior of
our participants while interacting with the toy. Each user went through slightly more than

98

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: a) Performance of FabToy for fine-grained and coarse-grained localization.
Accuracy increases as we reduce the spatial resolution of the sensors, and coarse-grained
classification accuracy is more than 93.7%. b) Comparison between FabToy model and
other ML models. FabToy achieves higher performance for both simple and complex interactions.

16 minutes of study where they were asked to perform a series of interactions covering all
the 98 labels, each during a ten second window with 3-4 seconds rest, counted toward idle
case. In general, We gathered around 5 hours of data from our participants while they were
interacting with FabToy.
We start by presenting the overall classification results and then provide benchmarks
about the individual processing blocks.

4.5.2

Overall Classification Performance

We start by looking at the overall performance of FabToy. Since cross-talk is present
between adjacent sensors, we look at the classification performance for three spatial granularities:
• Fine-grained, where we want to precisely determine which of the twenty four sensor
locations is being interacted with.
• Medium-grained, where we merged some adjacent sensors into one location including: hand and arm on each side, foot and thigh on each side, nose and mouth, fore-
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head and top of the head, and chest and stomach. Other sensors are considered
individually. This results in 24 sensor locations being merged into eight regions of
interaction.
• Coarse-grained, where we merged the following sensors and counted them as one:
both arms i.e. hand and arm on each side; both feet i.e. foot and thigh on each side,
head including nose, mouth, cheeks, ears and forehead and top of the head, body
including chest, stomach, waist and back. Thus, we transform 24 sensor locations
into 4 coarser regions.
Figure 4.7a shows the results. We see that for precise fine-grained classification, we
achieve 86% accuracy for single interactions and 83% for complex interactions. As we
progressively coarsen the prediction granularity, classification performance increases from
86% to 94% for single interactions and from 83% to 93% for complex interactions. Thus,
we see that FabToy can be very effective at both fine-grained and coarse-grained classification with increasing performance as the spatial fidelity reduces.

4.5.3

Comparison against alternate models

We now demonstrate the superiority of the FabToy model to some other well-established
machine learning models. We compare against models that are relatively lightweight and
can be executed on a microcontroller-class platform. The Multi-Layer Perception (MLP)
model [94] uses features extracted from lightweight convolutional layers which are fed
into multiple fully connected layers in the MLP model to compute the predictions. For the
other models (Random Forest, xgBoost, and Nearest Neighbors), we pre-process the raw
sensor data to help them better capture the time-series contextual information. We then
use histogram density features to map the time-series data from each sensor into a 10-bin
histogram. The histogram features (10 × 48 = 480) are fed into the the three machine learning pipelines to train the models. The Random Forest model [85] constructs a collections
of decision trees and performs an ensemble classification; the xgBoost model [32] boosts
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decision trees via applying gradients to correct the previous mistakes and minimize the
losses; the 𝑘-Nearest Neighbors model [25] model deterministically finds 𝑘 instances in
the dataset which are most close to the input data and use the most commonly seen label of
the 𝑘 instance as the label of the input.
Figure 4.7b compares FabToy versus other models for fine-grained classification. As
can be seen, the FabToy model outperforms all others both for single and complex interactions. The FabToy model can achieve more than 5% higher accuracy compared with the
MLP model and more than 10% higher accuracy compared with the other three machine
learning methods.

Figure 4.8: Breakdown of the contributions of amplified and non-amplified channels to the
overall accuracy.

Importance of Amplified and Non-amplified Channels:

Second, we look at the ad-

vantage of using both amplified and unamplified streams in terms of overall performance.
To evaluate, we separately choose amplified and non-amplified signals to train our model
and check the performance against the combined version that uses both data streams. For
the amplified-only and non-amplified only cases, we modified the FabToy model so that it
could accept input signals that are half the size.
The result is shown in Figure 4.8. We see that the combination of amplified and nonamplified signals provide more information for the machine learning model compared with
either of them separately. For single interactions, using both streams gives us 3 - 4%
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Figure 4.9: The trade-off between true and false positives while tuning the NN trigger
block. The tuning factor can even be altered in real-time to switch to power-saving or
higher accuracy modes.

improvement in accuracy over using one of the streams. For complex interactions, we get
1 - 5% improvement over just using one of the streams. This plot shows the importance of
generating amplified versions of the 24 base channels.
Interestingly, we also see that the best of the two streams changes between single and
complex interactions. For single interactions, the signal from the primary sensor involved in
the interaction is relatively strong, hence the unamplified version provides higher accuracy
than the amplified version. For complex interactions, the result is better from the amplified
streams since the baseline signal from the sensor that is held is larger and reduces the signal
strength from the sensor that is involved in the fine-grained interaction. Put together, we
get the full dynamic range across the two scenarios leading to better performance.
Wake-up trigger: As explained in Section 4.3.2, FabToy uses a trigger block to opportunistically detect idle states and bypass the neural network to save power. The dynamic
threshold used in this trigger block creates a trade-off between true positives (correct detection of idle states) and false positives (miss-classifying an interaction with idle).
This trade-off is shown in Figure 4.9. We see that we can detect a large number of idle
periods by sacrificing minimal accuracy. For instance, we can detect 50% of all zeros states
by sacrificing 6% of all other interactions. note that the power saving resulting from the
effects of this block depend on the toy’s idle time.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.10: a) and b), The effect of reducing sampling rate on system’s accuracy and processing overhead, respectively. c) and d), The effect of reducing sampling rate on system’s
accuracy and transmission payload size in remote model.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.11: a) The effect of adjusting early exit layer number on system’s accuracy, processing power consumption, and processing latency shown in a), b), and c), respectively.

Effect of sampling rate: Sampling rate reduction is a great way of saving time and power
in signal processing. When processing locally, Reducing sampling rate reduces the NN’s
input dimension, which in turn reduces model’s memory requirements and computation
overhead. In case of remote processing, fewer samples lead to less BLE usage and reduction in communication power. In this section, we analyze the exact effect of this size
reduction of the accuracy of FabToy in both local and remote processing casses. the result
is shown in Figure 4.10. In order to clearly highlight the effect of other building blocks in
our work, they are benchmarked while choosing 24 𝑠𝑎𝑚 𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 as the sampling rate
in this work.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.12: a) The effect of aggregation on system’s accuracy and b) system’s accuracy
plotted in different processing power consumptions resulted from different aggregation
rates. c) Overall comparison between local and remote processing using separate power
saving algorithms

Benefit of early exit: While the Feature Extractor and Sequential Layer are common to
the local and remote models, the use of early exit blocks is specific to the local model. This
allows us to bypass a portion of neural network by leveraging intermediate exit points.
The effect of early exit is studied on model accuracy (Figure 4.11a ), model power
consumption (Figure 4.11b), and latency on the nRF52840 (Figure 4.11c). These plots are
calculated based on nRF52840 datasheet [81] using active CPU power and CPU runtime
for each early exit route.
We see that early exit at layer 3 reduces accuracy by about 4% but has around 8× better
computation energy efficiency and latency compared to executing the full model. Early
exits at intermediate layers between these ends provide progressively better accuracy but
offer less gains in performance. Thus, early exit has significant advantages in terms of
overall performance.
Benefit of adaptive aggregation:

Specific to the remote model, we employ data di-

mensionality reduction by adaptive aggregation. We now look at the performance of this
module. We produced this benchmark by using Nordic Online Power Profiler for BLE [9].
These numbers roughly agree with the power breakdown figure as well, Figure 4.14.
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Comparison of local and remote processing:

Having analyzed the local and remote

versions of FabToy, we can compare the performance of these methods. Figure ?? shows
the results. We see that the local model is generally more efficient than the remote model.
This is unsurprising since the radio consumes more power than the MCU. However, the
gap narrows in the regime where higher accuracies are desirable since the remote version is
able to take advantage of more complex models being used on the remote device. We note
that the choice between local and remote processing may be to enable specific applications
rather than power consumption. From this perspective, the main takeaway is that both
methods are viable at low power.
Figure ?? and ?? illustrate the trade-off between number of streams transmitted and the
model’s accuracy and power consumption, respectively. We see that the accuracy rapidly
increases until about 10 streams, and then plateaus. This allows us to reduce transmission
power consumption by about 2× compared to a system that transmits all the channels with
no compression.

4.5.4

Execution latency of local model

We now provide a breakdown of execution latency of our model on both the nRF52811
that we use as well as other popular and emerging low-power embedded devices: GAP8
[110], Raspberry Pi 4B [89] and Jetson TX2 [82]. The compute ability of embedded devices
can vary widely depending on their power needs. For example, the GAP8 can execute the
deep learning models with core frequency of 50MHz and power consumption of 25mW;
the power consumption of a Raspberry Pi 4B is around 1.5W; and the power consumption
of a Jetson TX2 is around 7.5W. We uses the system clock of nanoseconds in Linux and
hardware cycle counters in GAP8 to estimate the execution latency for each layer of the
FabToy model. The model is executed multiple times and the average execution latency
per layer is measured.
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Figure 4.13: Compute latency across different platforms.

Figure 4.13 shows the latency of different layers in FabToy. As expected, the nRF
platform takes longer than other platforms to perform the operations. The overall average
latency for local processing is 260 𝑚𝑠. This gives the processor enough time to sleep
between each two calculations, which take place every one second.

4.5.5

Power benchmarks

Figure 4.14 shows the processing power consumption breakdown for FabToy across the
different blocks. Since power consumed for the remote model depends on the number of
channels transmitted and power for the local model depends on the early exit point, we
provide numbers for three different channel aggregation values and three different early
exit points.

Figure 4.14: The breakdown of processing power consumption in various scenarios. note
that layer numbers in in local mode start from 3 to match the order in remote model.
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Overall, FabToy consumes between 2.9mW to 4mW depending on the number of channels transmitted or the early exit point. This amount of power consumption corresponds
to more than a month of operation on a small 950𝑚 𝐴ℎ rechargeable battery(3 𝑐𝑚 × 5 𝑐𝑚)
before it needs recharging.
We see that a significant fraction of the power is consumed by the sampling block. This
is the case since we are sampling each channel at 160Hz (to remove powerline noise), hence
the system is sampling at 7.68kHz. We have not focused on optimizing this subsystem in
this work but expect that this can be optimized with better hardware design. The triggering
block can also improve efficiency if done in analog before the MCU is turned on.
Finally, we note that since the board and battery can be placed inside the toy, they are
physically isolated using waterproof packaging and as a result, the battery capacity can be
increased to allow for months of operation per full charge.

4.6

Related works

in this section, we explore the state of the art in using toys as means to extract physical
and physiological signals from children, and the some works regarding the usage of fabricbased sensors in measuring humans health and activity parameters.
Augmenting toys with sensing capabilities There have not been many works exploring
the use of array of sensors in detecting user interactions with toys. A comprehensive study
by Tracy L. Westeyn explores the activity recognition during child’s play and it’s importance in detecting developmental delays [124]. Westeyn used the wireless sensor nodes,
BlueSense [90], as the mean to capture inertial data, as well as sound and binary touch
detection. these information is later used to analyse kid’s play behavior. Vega-barbas et al.
implemented a prototype toy that can measure grip and stretch in a toy using fabric sensors [114]. Yonezawa et al. have incorporated textile pressure sensors to detect intensity
and duration of pressure on toy’s surface and localize it as head, body, or back. Using the information they gather from the pressure sensors, they estimate user’s emotional state [133].
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There have also been some works on enabling toys to gather biomedical information on the
toddler playing with the toy [117]. There are several products available on the market that
use microphones to listen and provide feedback according to child’s vocal inputs such as
CogniToys Dino [3]. Dolphin Sam [33] is another example of a design that embeds several
sensing techniques, such as touch sensors and RFID readers, and provides feedback in the
form of light and sound.
Using array of fabric sensors to detect physical and physiological signals Recent advances in the field of Chemistry Engineering have led to various proposed sensing, actuation, and energy harvesting fabric elements. Liu at al. used multiple fabric pressure sensors
to measure finger joint dynamics, physiological signals, and created an input matrix using
an array of those sensors [70]. Kiaghadi et al. designed and implemented a loosely-worn
sleepwear that can track sleeping posture, heart rate, and respiration rate [64]. This work
relies on four pressure sensors and a triboelectric sensor to capture dynamic and static
pressure signals.
There have been several works regarding using the textile sensors as a mean to capture
user inputs [21, 84]. The works in this category, generally use capacitive or resistive pressure sensors by implementing multiple sensing cells or using weaving structures to create
arrays of sensing elements.
Fabric based sensors have also been used to detect various human-related parameters
such as using strain sensors for human motion detection [119], inserting triboelectric sensors into a loosely-worn shirt to measure joint dynamics and perspiration [?], using strain
sensors in detecting respiration rate [23], and many other human-related parameters.
However, in none of the above works, a realization of fine-grained interaction detection
with toys has been pursued. Consequently, a truly unobtrusive mean of measuring kids’
interaction with plush toys and localizing it does not exist. In the upcoming sections,
we explain the design choices we made to tackle this problem, the challenges we faced
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during implementation and the solutions we proposed in order to solve them, and finally,
we evaluate the design by carefully measuring the performance metrics.
Early exit and Autoencoder The machine learning components we use, Early exit and
Autoencoder, are well known techniques in edge AI. BranchyNet [105] introduced early
exit as a mean to reduce power consumption and latency [106, 107], and this method has
since become quite popular. Reducing data dimension using Autoencoders have also been
studied thoroughly in literature (e.g. [51, 116]). Our contribution is that we leverage these
techniques in the context of a unique smart toy system rather than the machine learning
components by themselves.

4.7

Discussion

In our design of the FabToy, we have encountered several roadblocks and opportunities
for future work. We briefly discuss these issues.
Application studies involving toddlers and children:

Our dataset is collected from

adults to enable repeatable and dense data collection since we have a large number of
{interaction,location} pairs that we need to be able to distinguish with our machine learning
model. Due to the vaccination status of very small children who would normally play with
plush toys, we have not conducted a user study with this age group. Once restrictions ease,
we plan to study how small children interact with the FabToy in naturalistic conditions and
validate the algorithms that we have trained using our current dataset.
Multi-Toy Interaction:

One of the exciting new opportunities presented by FabToy is

detecting a much richer set of interactions with soft toys. So far, we have focused on a
single FabToy but this section can potentially be extended to even richer set of interactions
with more than one toy. This can allow us to explore more complex storytelling applications
that involve interaction with different toys that play different roles in the story. While
such multi-toy interaction with smart toys can be enabled by today’s technology, the key
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advantage in our approach is the naturalistic feel for the smart toy making it more engaging
for children.
Sensing and Actuation in FabToy:

While FabToy is focused on dense sampling of a

soft toy, there are many new opportunities if we can pair it with other modalities like audio
to expand the vocabulary of interaction. This have been significant advances in natural
language understanding and dialog, and we can potentially pair richer tactile sensing of
interactions with the FabToy sensors with more sophisticated audio-based dialog methods
to enhance how children interact with smart toys.

4.7.1

Choice of ADC

An alternative for selecting the MCU ADC is an external ADC. One might choose
an external ADC for increased voltage resolution, since most of the low power MCUs
provide 10 or 12 bit ADCs, which will not solely capture signals in micro-volt region.
However, opting to use a high resolution ADC will result in increased power consumption
in such a way that it will dominate the overall power budget. As a result, in this work, we
implemented ultra low power amplifiers and doubled the number of channels to be able to
observe large and fine-grained signals while maintaining the low power consumption of the
whole system.
Dynamics in natural environments: We have designed, implemented, and analyzed an
interaction-aware toy and validated the performance in semi-stationary scenarios. However, there may be a broader range of interactions in the natural environment, for example,
a child may interact with a toy during walking. This can create new signal dynamics particularly since walking causes vibrations all over the toy, which will be seen by almost all the
channels. Such global actions can complicate the interaction detection process as the signal
caused by the walking may drown some desired signals such as weaker swiping or tickling.
To deal with this issue, we will need to add active motion artifact canceling methods where
an algorithm detects walking by distinguishing the vibrations in most of the sensors with
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similar rhythm, and recreates the motion signal and subtracts it from the original. This is
one of the solutions that such a system can adopt to not only deal with motion artifact, but
also measure and sense the movements as additional interactions.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

In this thesis, I explore the potential integration of fabric sensor in everyday items
such as clothes and plush toys. The flexibility, user comfort, physical robustness, and
imperceptive nature of such sensors come at the cost of signal quality and the need for
extra processing units to increase SNR and extract meaningful information. The chapters
start with the study of integration of one fabric sensor and gradually increase the complexity
of fabric-based sensing platforms. Finally, I present our work containing 24 fabric sensors
and the challenges we dealt with during this project.
I started by presenting the design of Tribexor, an end-to-end sensing system that leverages triboelectric textiles to measure joint motions and sweating behavior. While triboelectric textiles have been evaluated in lab environments, our work takes this technology from
the lab to the natural environment and addresses challenges in reducing noise, understanding signal characteristics and extracting useful features. We quantified the performance of
Tribexor by benchmarking its robustness as well as through real-world performance evaluation across three application case studies including activity classification, perspiration
measurements during exercise, and comfort level detection for HVAC systems.
After dealing with one sensor, I present our work, Phyjama, where we designed an
all-textile sensing system for physiological sensing using everyday clothing like pyjamas.
Our work has several important applications in healthcare and potentially in other fields
such as entertainment. The sensing techniques that we develop in this part of the work
bring together cutting-edge approaches in disparate areas including textile chemistry and
functionalization, textile-electronics co-design, and wearable sensing and analytics. The
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overall architecture and design principles used to combine these elements promise to be
greater than the sum of their parts and fundamentally change the way we think about clothing.
Finally, I presented FabToy, an end-to-end platform for detecting and localizing users’
interactions with soft toys in a fine-grained real-time manner. Our design addresses a number of challenges including ensuring unobtrusiveness and natural look and feel while still
achieving high signal quality, high spatio-temporal fidelity, as well as low power operation. To enable this, we have optimizations across the hardware-software stack including
a highly optimized array of fabric sensors, low-power signal conditioning and acquisition,
as well as low-power embedded machine learning and data compression. Our evaluation
shows that the device can enable accurate detection across a range of simple and complex
interactions across the entire surface of the toy. Overall, FabToy offers a very promising
path forward for smart plush toys and has significant potential to enable a new class of
interactive toys for kids.
Fabrics are noticeably understated in terms of sensing and actuation in our everyday
lives. This is considering the fact that we are surrounded by fabrics and feel comfortable
being in close adjacency with such materials. This thesis takes initial steps in smartening
the everyday fabrics in order to utilize them for continuous health, activity, and interaction
monitoring.
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